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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1 
In his book, Blake : ProRhe'b AgainEl,t Blll,Di re, 

David Erdman suggests that Blake, upon moving to Lambeth 

in l7~2, began an early version of America: A Pro~ 

(1793). Finally printed in October of 1793, the poem was 

the fix'st of the Lambeth books. Preceded by pongs 01. 

~~ncJ2. (1789), :ririe1 (1789), !!ook of 1'hst! (1789), 

~rriage of H~~ven and H~ (1790~93) and Visions of th~ 

~§ of Alb19n (1793), !meri~ is Blake's first 

designated prophecy~ It was followed by &~rOEe (1794), 

~~o(-llLi~eq (1794), Boo~of AhaniA-(1795) and, event

ually, by .Milton (1804-08) and .Jerusalem (1804-1820). 

Chronologically placed at the mid-point of Blake's 

career, A,meric!, illustr'ates an evolving artistic sensibility. 

Ideas germinated here are further developed in Blake's 

later poems while notions introduced in earlier works are 

given a greater depth of explorationo These ~arly poems 

not only closely resemble Ame£ic~ in text and illustration, 

but are also 'essential to a comprehensive understanding of 

this first "Prophecyn. To study the role of these earlier 

works in the understanding of Am~ric~ is the purpose of 

this thesis. 

1 
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America is a poem which consists of both poetry 

and illustration. Equally important to any meaningful 

consideration of the \\fork, these two aspects are comple-

mentary. It is their seemingly paradoxical juxtaposition 

in t~!~q that makes the poem intriguing as it indicates 

an internml ambiguity in Blake's poetic statement, the 

nature of which I also wish to explore in this studyo In 

exploring the nature and extent of this ambiguity, one 

discovers the important and necessary role of the earlier 

characte~ized by a combined lyrical and pictorial presen~ 

tation~ these early works not only reflect various images 

and themes in ~~ica but also reveal the distortions and 
, 

adaptations made by Blake in the later poem and in this 

respect reveal how Blake produces a c"."eative synthesis of 

former idease 

Because of the visual and lyrical nature of the 

poems and their extensive similar>ity, equal emphasis will 

be placed on the textual development, and the relationship 

between the various illustrations. It is only after a 

consideration of these poetic and artistic aspects that a 

comprehensive evaluation of America can be made. 

The importance given to Blake's visual and lyrical 

achievements is apparent in the body of Blake criticism. 

Reviewing the commentary, however, one is impressed with 

the general absence of approaches to A!!].§rica; in comparison 
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to Blake's other works, it seems to have been largely 

ignored. Critical response has been directed either to 

such early works as Songs of Innocence or to the lateI" 

major prophecies, Milt~1 and ~rusalem. While the reason 

for this indifference is unclear, ilmerica, as Blakets 

first ItPlf'ophecyU, has perhaps been regarded as an init.ial 

effort in a new poetic form and, consequently, lacking the 

poetic and artistic development of the later Milton an.d 

Ironically, it is this transitional nature of 

the poem, in its thematic, poetic, and artistic development, 

that makes it unique in Blake's canon~ 

Another reason for the unjustified indifference 

with which ~~~rll~~ has been regarded has perhaps been the 

gene~al assumption of its exclusive political natur6G 

Containing a setting and group of characters associated 

with the American Revolution, America is a contemporary 

political poem. This aspect, especially emphasized in 

Erdman's ~~ Pronhet A~~Jit Empire, has perhaps diverted 

critical opinion from its more important symbolic charact

eristics and created a feeling that in this highly political 

poem there exists little artistic development. Again this 

sentiment is unfortunate as lLmericats political nature is 

but a mitior aspect of the entire work. 

Despite the limited extent of commentary, however, 

there ex.ist several significant works of criticism on 

While some critical opinion focuses primarily on 



the poem, other scholars use b.,.ms:;rica to support their 

specific critical views of Blake. The most extensive work 

on ~~ has emerged from David Erdman, who, in Blake: 

~p~t Against ~~mir~$ examines the political sources and 

~spects of the poemts compositiono While Erdman claims 

that most of the dramatic action in speeches such as 

Washington's, "Friends of America e •• (A 3:6-12) is from 
2 

Joel Barlow's Vision of CgkumbuS: ~ Poem in~ine ~poks, 

he also asserts that the poem contains a poetic paraphrase 

of the Declaration of Independence and summarizes both 

the political and military history of the American Revo-

lution.. In a latel' chapter entitled "The Enormous 

Plagues", Erdman further points to Blake's use of pesti-

lance and fire in the poem, a symbolic adaptation of the 

fourteenth-century Black Plague. A.similar commentary 

on the use of plague imagery occurs in Harold Bloom's 

rathex' superficial textual analysis of the poem, Blake p.§. 

5 
Apocalypse:· Ii.. fi1t.udy in Po~~j..c &.~!:!I!lent. 

_ .... 'l"""~ 

El"dman notes the presence of the plll~ase "Visionary Forms 

Dramatic" in Blake's J~rusaleDl. Borrowing the phrase for 

his edited collection of essays, Bl~k~t§ Visional':£: Form§. 
6 

12.££t~:t i,.g p Erdma.n in 'one; of his essays, "LLmerica: New 

Expanses1i explores the manner in which the textual and 

visual aspects of the poem lead the reader "from perception 
7 8 

to Intellectual visiollu • Commenting on the Itcineramau 
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of William Blake, he asserts that the visual images in 

the poem are constantly in motion. Moreover, he states 
9 

they are charaoterized by a "dialectical tension". 

'1lmer!£!,", he continues, "we might look upon as an acting 
10 

version of a mural Apocalypse". Noting Blake's use of 

music, noise and silence and of static and dynamic images, 

Erdman explores in great detail both the text and the 

illustrations, although his article is dominated primarily 

by the latter examination. ttThe cycle of history prop-
I 

hetically examined in ~eri7a, he'concludes, nis not that 

of rebellion-vengeance-tyranny" but of "enslavement-liber-

ation-re-enslavement, the prophet's concern being how to 
11 

escape the re-enslavement tf • The critical importance given 

to the visual in this essay is anticipated in Erdman's 
12 

article "Blakefg Vision of Slavery" where he states that 

the nsoul of American in the npreludiuma in searching for 

a blossoming of the revolutionary spirit goes "seeking 
13 

flowers to comfort her". 

Other scholars, in addition to Erdman, have speci-

fically examined !mer~cao In Blake's Vis~onary Forms Dramatic 

George Quasha in nOrc as a Fiery Paradigm of Poetic 
14 

Torsionn questions the relevance of any cyclic summetry to 

the poem, as expounded by Northrop Frye in Fearful 
15 

The "falsely closed form", of Frye's circular 

system, Quasha asserts, uis a Narcissistic parody of 
16 

cx'eationt! , Studying the relationship between Ameri,£S. and 
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the Vi~ioqs of the Da~ghters of Albion, he suggests that 
17 

the uparadigm of penetration" is a common characteristic 

of both poems and that the dramatic action of Yision§ 

foreshadows and produces America. The failure of a true 

marriage in Vi§ion~, a failure of a perceptual visual 

rendering or torsion, leads to the production of ~m~£ica 

where the Itrape-outcry-prophecylf paradigm results in the 
18 

evoking of Uhuman communicationtt , characterized, init-

ially, by an internal torque or self-rendingc Present in 

the Ore figure, Quasha claims, is a verbal torque ~f self-

interfeI'ing processes by ''''hich the poem becomes the first 

example of a Itself-extending system with a built-in pro-
19 

creative m.echanis.m.u • This torque ""hieh arises in t.he dia-

logues between arc and Albionts Angel, generates from 

Uyerbal pronouncement" to "increasingly violent reactive 
20' 

verbal torsions" and finally to "pure action", and Quasha 

supports this view through constant reference to visual 

textual images, this visual aspect of the poem providing 

the basis for his arguments. 

Concluding that the creative process in America 

is profoundly revolutionary, as any state of equilibrium 

or stat-is is upset by this nself~rendering torque lt , 

Quasha rejects any notions that it is part of a pessimistic 
21 

cycle of ensl-avement. To "escape the re-enslavement l1 he 

suggests, is to misunderstand the perpetual and inherent 

freedom of the Orc figure, arising from the necessary and 
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internal dialogue or meeting of contral'ies. 

The concentration on visual textual analysis in 

~uashats article is also characteristic of Emily Hamblenis 

study of Americ,l\ in her On the Minor Prophegj.es of ~Willi~J.!! 
22 

B.l~&." The chapter entitled "LLmerica" ,which is devoted 

solely to the poem, is concerned with the meanings of 

such. ,.,ords as Urthona (urcha, thauma, thoma) and Orc 

(orchos) while the examination of individual words in the 

text is directed toward the illumination of the pervas-

iveness of instinct and emotion in the poem. As no atten-

tion is given to the relationship between Ameri~ and 

Blake's other \'lorks, her analysis emerges as informative 

but isolated. 

While Morton D.Paley's interpretation of America 

in his ~~y and_J~qlid.nation: A.Study of the Development 
23 

Q.f BJ,._ake's Thol,!~ integrates the poem \<lith others, he con-

cerns himself primarily wit.h the notion of Energy. Seeing 

a double perspective in AmeJ::ica, \V'here energy "hovers 
24 

between redemptive potentiality and the "lill-to-power", 

Paley asserts that it is Orc who embodies this energy, his 
25 

animal forms becoming Itsymbols of libel~ated desireu • 

Because of the dualistic and ambiguous conception of· energy 

in AIDerlli, Ore's serpent form, Paley states, is assoc-

iated with the dragon of Revelation and this illusion, he 

points out,contrasi;s with the l.farriage_of Heavell., and Hell 

where UEnergy is the only life and the Leviathan turns out 
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to be an innocuous fantasy". 

In a method similar to David Erdman's Blake: 

i£oph~~ Ag~~nst Emnir~, Kathleen Raine in her ~lake-2nd 
27 

Tradition attempts to trace the sources in Blakets 

poetical \liOrks. Her concern, however, is primarily of 

these past influences which are of an intellectual and 

8 

artistic nature, as, unlike Erdman, she ignores the pol-

itical aspects of the poemo While her comments on the 

preceding poems, the Book of ...Ihel, and the Visions ot. th~ 

~~_~~i~a. Other than her discussion of the dragon figure 

in plate four, which she considers to be a cockatrice or 

basilisk, and a general commentary on the Ore figure, 

there exists 110 detailed treatment of the poem. Similarly 

in her book, Willi.!!!!!... Blake, while stating that the poem 

was written during a time of personal happiness and turbu-

lence, she confines her remarks on ~merica to an assertion 

that it exemplifies ttBlakets natural mythological genius 
28 

uneasily harnessed to a specific political theme". 

Objecting to the importance Raine places on the 

"sources" of Blake's ideas, D~GoGilliam in his William 

!Ual~ states that in the evaluation of any Blake poem, 

attention is l"'equired to nits tone and internal logic 
29 

rather than its original". Nevertheless, he, too, gives 

only a glance to America, stating merely that much of the 

liac"tiontt in the poem is Ugiven in terms of symb.ols and 



personifications with a function that is primarily 
30 

9 

abstract". "The spirit of the revolution is at work", he 
31 

states, "rather than the revolution itself". 

Gilliam's mention of symbolic presentation in the 

poem re~affirms the emphasis placed by most critics on 

its visual aspects. This notion of the visual is given 

even greater significance by these critics whose concern is 

as much with Blake the artist as Blake the poet. It is 

\'Jithin this rea.lm of criticism that Arnetic..!! has been used 

to emphasize specific critical arguments and it is also 

this visue.l approach tha.t has dominated Blake criticism in 

recent years. 

In his article uThe Evolution of Blake's Large 

Colour Prints of 179Stt , from William_Blake: Es~;y,:s ill 

.§, .. E9 .. {3ter Jli!m.2!!, Hartin Butlin puts forth the extreme view 

that lvith the production 01' the Colour Prints of 179 S 

tlBlake's primary and most successful means of expression 

ceased to be poetry and its illUstration and became purely 
32 

visualu • The evolution to such a visual orientation is, 

he states, apparent in such poems as Visions and America, 

where, unlike the earlier poems, the illustrations are 

less integrated with the text and more s'elf-sufficient as 

designs, \'/hile the actual writing appears more sober. 

Writing of the same 1795 prints in her essay, 
33 

t~lake's 1795 Colour Prints: An InterpretationH , Anne T. 

Kostelanetz centres her argument on ,,,,hat she perceives is 
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the division bet''ieen the open and closed mind - expressed 

in the illustrations. While noting the similarity of a 

crippled man entering Death's Door in one of the large 

colour prints to plate twelve of l),merica, she places 

he 1" greatest critical emphasis on the presence of various 

repeated images, .symbolic, as she states, of open and 

closed minds. Nets, chains, briars and caves, for example, 

- represent allusions to the latter, while flowers and non-

predatory birds characterize the state of the former. 

Blake's finest designs, she assel"ts, "denounce the fall in 

to the human form as an unmitigated evil and portray that 

same human form as an ideally beautiful, heroic ••• 
34 

figul~etf. UTo reconcile these two aspects of the human form 

which "'QuId allow for the bodyis manifest natural beauty 

and its possible perversion into a closed system", Blake, 

she suggests, created a system whereby the mortal body is 

cast off and man is raised into a spiritu.al Uhuman form 
35 

divinest. It is the iconology of the "open mind" which 

characterizes this state. 

In a similar analysis of the America illustrations, 

Janet Warner in her essay, ItBlake's Use of Gesturen , 

suggests that "Blake's visual images are indicative prim-

arily of states of man, which is one reason the human 
36 

figure in various gestures is so central t.o his designs". 

Indicating the recurring human gestures in the poem 

(hunched forms, huddled figures), she attempts to illustrate 
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their consistent and meticulous formation and finally 

t~heir consequent significance in any comprehensive inter-

pretation of its meaning. 

The importance given to the nature and appearance 

of the various human forms is re-iterated in another 

article, "Blake's Figures of Despair: ].ian in his Spectre!s 

Power". Here Warner's focus narrows to the huddled 

figures appearing in the poem which she claims al"e symbolic 

of the state of despaire They are also, she adds, mani-
37 

festations of a "language of art based on ·the human forron • 

Regar-ding further this "language of art" which includes 

the distinction bet\'1een male and female figures, she pro-

poses that; in A,meric;a.t A Prophecy the poet is intricately 

engaged in the visualization of psychological states. 

Also examining the notion of a visualized psychological 

state, Northrop Frye in his essay IIPoetry and Design in 
38 

William Blake" suggests that the crouching figure, pre-

dominant in the Amer:i;£.a poem" is symbolic of mental coward-

ice. In the same article" Frye expounds on the changing 

relationship between text and design in ..I.!:l&!., Marriage, 

y"iljiW . .§ and the early prophecies, including America where, 

he claims, Blake finally achieved the proper tlbalancef1 

between a text and illustration. He further comments on 

plate nine, saying that the speech of tla terrified re-

actionary angel denouncing Ore" is given an ironic tone 
39 

by the accompanying pastoral design. 
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It is this diversity of intention and presentation 

in Blake's visual imagery and lyric of which John Beer 

speaks in his "Blake~ Coleridge and Wordsworth; Some Cross 

Currents and Parallels". The"play of opposites", he 

states, nis particularly bold in the produ.ctions of 1793-
40 
4". Seeing America as exemplifying "positive visual forms 

41 . 
of organized energy", Beer suggests that it was d~ring the 

composition of this poem that Blake moved from a "despair-

iug contemplation of the contrast between vegetative 
42 

inDocence and tyrannical energy", to a view of their poss-

ible union. Thus, he continues, serpentine forms and fol-
43 

iage are "sometimes run together1t . as in the last plate 

of ANle.riQf! where a snake emerges to the right and a flower's 

head flollfS to the left lIof which the lower features maLch 
44 

the snake's head, tongue and lower jaw". Further study of 

Blake t s visual work occurs in Beer's Blakfh Yi§ionarx 

Univer.EJ~ where he notes in America the presence of a visual 

actualisation of "reason reducing the serpent to analy-
45 

tical coilslt. 

The importance given to Blake's illustrations is 

also apparent in W.J.J.Mitchell's article; "Blake's Com

posite Art". Expressing the belief that Blake's illus-

trations often expand and transform the text, Mitchell adds 

that Blake often provides a vision which may appear inde-

pendent of the accompanying lyric. The "coupling of 

poetry and painting is desirable", however, "because it can 
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46 
dramatize the interaction of •• '. apparent dualitiesn • 

Mitchell also states that Blake rejected "illusionism" 

where an early event is placed in the foreground of a 

picture and a later event in the background. Instead, he 

explains, Blake "concentrate's on a few foregl"'ound images, 

often arranged symetl"ica1ly, to encourage an instantan-

eous grasp of the whole design rather than an impression 
47 

of dramatic sequence". This desire for an immediate unity 

is substantiated by the fact that Tlhis portraits are not 
48 

of men with minds, but of the mind itself". The vitality 

which Mitchell perceives in Blake's art arises from the 

poet's desire to dramatize and visualize the activity of 

the imagination and its encounter \'lith reality rather than 
49 

to concern himself with the "fixed lt and "emblematiclt • 

While the unity in diversit~ which he sees as an essential 

aspect of Blake's art is exemplified in ~erica where the 

images of Orc and Uriz~n are similar but have tlopposite 
50 

effectstt • 

While"'oMitchell evaluates the effect of individual 

designs and their unified immediacy, he neglects to mention 

the "progression" of illustration in Blak~ts poems. This 

movement, states J~an Hagstrum in his essay "Blake and the 

Sister-Arts Tradition" can be called a picture gallery 

"in which the reader moves like a spectator from tableau 
51 

to tableau". Blake's great power as an artist, furthermore, 

springs from u a remarkable union of aesthetic (painting 
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52 
and poetry) and the prophetic (vision and,word)". This 

union; achieved in part through the use of "verbal iconsu 

53 
and Itvisualizable personification lt , is strengthened by 

Blake's symbolic portrayal of man, at once God, Christ 
54 

and the "universal family". 

This affirmation of Blake's belieft in man's 

potential divinity is reiterated in Anne Kostelanetz' 

~1i1!!!!f1.!l...form Divi~, an expansion of her previously 

mentioned essay. Here she notes that during the compo-

sition of fomeriQi! and the other poems between 1790-5, 

"Blake's poetic vision and philosophical principles came 
55 

into conflict with his visual style". Recalling the 

,t,3ymbolic representations which Blake intended for open and 

closed forms, she contrasts the development of an in-

creasingly expansive view of man's p6tential in the sub-

stance of the text with the "teutonic" forms of the designs 

characterized by Ifsharply outlined; clearly bounded human 
56 

figures". This contrast evolves from her detailed visual 

and textual analysis of Visions and America. Of the latter 

poem she states that America celebrates the capacity of 

political and military revolution to dest~oy the closed 
57 

institutions of reasontt , and as the poem ends with a 
58 

Utriumphant prophecy of freedom lt she sees the "fierce 
59 

flames of Oren and the ffforce of Energy" channelied into 

revolution. 
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Agreeing with Kostelanetz' pOlitical-interpre-

tation of the poem, Anthony Blunt in .!.he 4.!:.Lof William 
60 

~l~kQ states that the poem Am~ric~ describes the first 

stage of a revolutionary movement or the liberation 

from enslavemente He sees America however, as part of a 

transition between the "energy" of the Marriage of Heaven 

JlllJi Hell. and the "gloomUof the later Lambeth books. 

Referring to the appearance of a devoured figure and a 

drowned c@rpse, he suggests that the sombre tone of the 

poem is relieved only by the pastor'l image in plate nine 

and-the appearance of a. naked youtho His preoccupation 

with these visual images al"ises from his belief in the 

increasing emphasis which Blake \'1as, placing on the- designs ~ 

reflections, he maintains, of the poetts own state of 
61 

mind. 

The summary of the Blake criticism on AmerJLca: A 

Prophes.l:, specifically, or on Blake's "visual artlf has 

been confined,until now,to either book publications or 

published collections of essayso The proportionate scar-

city of criticism mentioned earlier in the paper is most 

obvious in the review of recent periodic literature. The 

most signifioant article on America: A Prophec..l: is 
62 

G.B.Bentley Jr's "The Printing of Blake's America", an 

historical account of the various copies of the poem. 
63 

While Gerald Enscoe in "'fhe Content of Vision" includes 

~mericC! as all example of Blake's power to visualize 
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psychological facts, the critical works describing the 

visual aspect of Blake are for the most part like 

EoJ.Rose's "Visionary forms ~ramatic: granunatical and 
64 

i:conographical movement in Blake's Verse and designs" in 

that they evaluate either the :tater or earlier poems. 

Despite the neglect from which has suffered, 

the numerous articles with such subjects as, "Blake 

Book oj Jo12,nand Blake' s li.ate~olour Designs illust,rating 

GrayYs~~n indicate the prevalence of critical thought 

concerning the artistic Blake. They, and other publi-

cations mentioned previously, demonstrate the necessity of 

understanding both word and picture in the evaluation of 

Blake's work. In the study of Ameriq2" such an awareness 

is especially crucial. 

While a review of~America criticism reveals a con-

tinuing concern over the nature of Blake's visual images, 

it also illustrates the critical awareness of the thematic 

and artistic contrast between text and illustration. Anne 

Kostelanetz, in noting the paradoxical juxtaposition of the 

increasingly expansive view in the substance of the text 

and the teutonic fOl"m of the illustrations ~ and Anthony 

Blunt, in describing the contrast between the "energy" of 

the text and the despondency of the illustrations, point to 

the significant ambiguity existent in Am~rica, a 

characteristic especially important in view of the 
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Upl'opheticU nature of the poem. For rath~l' than emerge 

as a confident prophetic work, A-.mer!c.i! appears to give 

evidence of doubt and uncertainty. 

This internal tension, suggested by these critics, 

is in fact a dominant characteristic of Americq. In his 

article, "The First Illuminated Books" Anthony Blunt 

suggests that in 1793 Blake \'las writing during a time of 

personal transition. Becoming increasingly aware of the 

failures of the American and French Revolutions, he became 

increasingly disillusioned over man's ability to become 

socially, politically and, finally, imaginatively liber-
65 

ated. Placing too much initial faith in the social and 

political reality of his time, Blake, Northrop Frye states 

in his Rearfuj. S'y~,Il was writing in a state of self 

deception. It is only when Blake transcended this reality 

in the later prophecies, Frye continues, and entered in 

the realm of the imagination, that he succeeds in creating 

a fulfilled poetic prophecy in such poems as Milton and 
66 

~erusa*em. While the reasons for Blake's uncertainty must 

remain elusive, there being little persomal correspondence 

during the time of which ~merica was written, it is obvious 

that his doubt is manifested in the ambiguity of the poem. 

The diverse and sometimes contrasting ideas in 

America's text and illustrations become especially apparent 

in their relationship with the earlier Ihal., .M,arI';j..age and 
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Visions. For in reflecting ideas developed and adapted 

in AJ!1ericl!I these earlier works provide important in-

sights into the artistic and thematic intentions and 

accomplishments of the later poem. Not only are they 

essential to a visual and comprehensive evaluation of 

AnU:l"ic{!" but they also reveal the development of Blake's 

poetic art in showing the emergence of a creative synthesise 

For despite the ambiguity of Am~ricats final statement, 

Blake, in this poew,demonstrates his ability to develop 

and expand, dynamically and creatively~ continuing themes 

of his poetic art, both in text and illustration. Thus 

while AmeriCA may be thematically ambiguous and perhaps 

incon.clusive, its artistic merits att.ests to Blake's power 

as an artist and poet. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

D.Erdman, Blake: Prophet .. ~in.§..t Emni.!:Sl (Princeton, 
1954), p.496. 

This book was initially published in London in 1787. 
I have devised the notation (A 3:6-12) to refer con
veniently to the Ame~i_~.? text and have used this form 
throughout the thesis. The explanation is as follows: 
A - Ame~ica, 3- plate three, 6-12- lines six to twelve. 
All textual references throughout the thesis are taken 
from, "Ni.lliam_nlake, ~!'J!pl~t~ . .Jvriti~, ed. GeoffI'ey 
Keynes (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972)~ 

D"Erdman, !l!£.ili.e: PropQtLt f,gains..t l1mP~> (Princeton, 
1954)" pp,,24-29. 

Erdm~n, pp. 56-85. 

H.Bloom, ~.!§ A.l20calYTl§e: A:.Study in Poetic Argum~~ 
(Ithaca, 1963). 

D .Erdman, J. Grant, cd., Blake t s Visionar;r" For~ 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970). 

D.Erdman, uAmericil: New Expansesll ; in D.Erdman, J.Grant, 
ed., alaka!s_~isiQnar~ Forms Dramatic (Princeton; 
Prince-€on University-Press, 1970), p. 93. 

ErdmanJ) p~93. 

Erdma l1:, po 94. 

Erdm~~, p. 95. 

J.;: l' dlJllill , p. 112. 

D.Erdman, "Blake's Vision of Slavery", in N.Fryes edo, 
William Blake:A collection of Critical Essays (N~w Jersey: 
Prentice Hall Inc~, 1966~ pp.88-103. 

Erdng:m, p. 96. 

14. G.Quasha, nOrc as a Fiery Paradigm", in D.Erdman;.J .. 
Grant, ed., B~¥e's Visionary Forms Dramati£ (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1970), pp.z63-284. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2 
BLAKE'S TEXTUAL ALLUSIONS 

In the review of the recent Blake scholarship in 

Chapter One, it became apparent that America has provoked 

a wide range of speculation 'and observation. Critical 

opinion has focused on both the nature of the poem and 

its importance in the spectrum of Blake's career. Con-

sidered by some critics to be the manifestation of a limited 

artistic and thematic development, it has been dismissed 

by others as a statement of political rhetoric. This 

scholarly neglect, arising primarily from the view of its 

initial position in the series of Blake's prophecies and 

its production in the midst of a transitional period in 

Blake t slife, has beeIl unjust;ified,,· The more valid asser-

tien that the poem is a central representation not only of 

Blake's art, in the use of imagery and symbols, but also of 

a theme which pervades all of Blake's poetry, is made by 

Northrop Frye in his Fearful ~Lll~metry, David Erdman in 

'~m!U:iean: Nel'J Expanses lt and George Quasha in nOre as a Fiery 

Paradigm". 

The central concern of these scholars is the Ore 

figure and his relationship to. the events in the poem, 

and in the chronological progression from the initial 
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views of Frye to those of Quasha, there occurs an increas-

iug emphasis on the individuality of Orc and the inherent 

freedom which he embodies. Initially depicted as an in-

tegral part of a closed cycle, he is finally seen as 

rising from the system to which he has been formerly con-

fined. 

It. is in Northrop Frye f s Fearful SYPl.Pletrx, that 

Ore appears as a necessary and intricately dependent figure 

in his surrounding world.. Viewed by Frye as representing 

the "continuous arrival of new life, the renewed sexual and 

reproductive power which that brings and the periodic over-
2 

throw of social tyranny", Ore is associated with the power 

of human desire to achieve a better world which, in Ameri~!':., 
3 

is brought about by the symbolic fldragon-slayingU of 

George III and English Toryism. As a "natural renewal of 

life in society", this symbolic transformation Ittherefol"e 

does not happen irrationally but at a definite time like the 
4 

da,,,n and the spring". This social determinism which Frye 

attributes to Orc's actions arises from his belief that in 

Blake's poetry nhuman history no less than the natural 

world has a cyclic rhythmn of decline and revival". His-

tory, taking "the form of a series of cultures or civili-
6 

zations each with its own rise, maturity and fall" becomes 

part of a perpetual revolution which necessarily includes 

tyranny. Orc, consequently, becomes an agent of social 

determinism. 
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While Orc may exist perpetually in human history, 

Frye regards his state in Am.erica as transitory. For 

while he is associated with red, "the colour of revolution, 
7 

bloods> rage and sexual passiontt, and Urizen, in contrast, 

is linked with the white of freezing snows, the role of 

these two nindividualsu in the natural cycle makes it 

"impossible", Frye asserts, Uto maintain them as separate 
8 

principlestl • Urizen is the Orc figure grown old and a per-

petual self-rejuvenating entity and his cyclical emergence 

as the youthful figure is emphasized, Frye suggests, by 

the constant association of Orc with the "shedding" 8er-

pel1t$. For as the l"rintry Urizenic layer is removed, the 

Orcean spring of sensibility emerges. 

In addition to binding Orc to a cycle of social 

revolution, Frye also confines him to the temporary vege-

table life of eal .. thly existence. "He cannot represent an 

entry into the new world", as Frye states, nbut only the 
9 

power of renewing the exhausted form in the old onen • The 

natural sun, seen as a mechanical device to light up the 

wall of the underground cave of limited perception, is, 

according to Frye, "imprisoned" in a "great spiritual night 
10 

which is the sleep of the human soul tt • Occurring in this 

spiritual darkness, Orc t s actions in Ame~r.ica, therefore, 

are both farcical and self-deceiving, as, a part of 

vegetable life, he becomes anchored to the confining "rock" 

of the physical world and its natural cycle. 
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This sense of futility \'/hi.ch FI'ye gives to America 

arises from his belief that Blake, in attempting to pro-

claim, mythologically, the new dawn of the American Revo-

lution, was, himself, writing in a state of self-deception. 

"It is only when Blake transcends the social and political 

issues, Frye asserts, and enters into the realm of the 

imagination in the later prophecies that he escapes the 
11 

limitations of the physical world,'. This view of ~, 

though, is shared by neither Erdman noZ'"Quasha. 

In his exploration of AJperica, Erdman in Blake: 

Blake's Debt to Joel Barlow" attempts to illuminate the 

political aspects of the poem. Through the mythological 

depiction of the American Revolution, he states, Blake is 

able to lead the reader to a new world of the imagination. 

Rather than describing the physical as a prison, Blake 
12 

illustJ:'ates its function in leading one to the "golden threadf~ 

of new perception. America, itself, Erdman admits, does not 

illuminate this novel imaginative perception but opens the 

way for its potential in the consumation of the gates in 

the final image of the poem. 

Regarding America as a "cycle of history that begins 

with the birth and rising of an Ore or human serpent of 
13 

Independence during the American Wal" and Revolution", 

Erdman sees the poem as a "symbolic fusion of military and 
14 

psychic history heightened by apocalyptic imagery".' 
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Tracing the "soundn imagery in the text, he notes that 

Blake tlfirst gives us silence, then the early emergence of 

articulate sound, and finally a conflagration of apocalyp-
15 

tic thunders and war clarions". The result of this explora-

tion is his belief that the poem is best described as a 

prophetic opera. 

Erdman J S assertion of the sound imagery in -the text 

is well supported. Noting the appearance of the words, 

points to the confrontation between the Prince of Albion 

ilclashing his scales's and the Ore of Independence whose 
16 

"thunders shake the temple". The piercing effect of sound 

is also characteristic of the image of fire and flames as 
17 

they Uglow to America's shore" and melt on the coast". 

Erdman's meticulous tracing of the de"velopment of these major 

images occurs, ill part, to dispel any notion that Americg 

is of minor artistic merito His display of their progression 

through the poem, on the other hand, also counters Frye's 

-"~vl.ew -that b.1l!~i£i! demonstrates a perpetual enslavement and 

circularitYe The "firesrt and the "deep rolling thunder, 

which become less and less musical" emerg~ toward the end of 
18 

the poem as "incendiary canonades". Their rising power, 

lastly viewed in the consummation of the gates of limited 

pe;pception, !twill hatch l1 , Erdman claims, "into the vision 
19 

of Eternity beyond the flames tl • 
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Erdman views America as a progression from an 

enslavement within the poem to a freedom which culminates 

outside the text and in the reader's imagination. Rather 

than all Itillustrationtl of any cycle of enslavement, the 

poem performs an essential function in bringing about this 

journey into the imagination. America, then, is a prophetic 

catalyst designed to generate a political, social and 

spiritual liberation outside the poem. Its generative capa-

bility is indicated by the UembryonicU nature of Orc's It'orld 
20 

of "bloody fire" .While Orc himself is born "riter the 
21 

Atlantic sea" his rising strength is associated with the 

image, "Red rose the clouds from the Atlantic in vast wheels 

of blood" and "human blood shooting its veins all round the 
22 

orb'd heavenu • With this emphasis on embryonic imagery and 
23 

the "wheels of blood", Erdman implies that any notions of a 

cycle in the poem are transcended by the progression of a 

stronger generative force and in this respect counters 

Frye's argument of circularity. 

While Erdman differs in his interpretation of the 

poem, he resembles Frye in his treatment of Ore. For both 

critics place Orc within their respecti.e generative and 

circular systems as he exists as a symbolic manifestation of 

the forces around him. In contrast to this viel~, George 

Quasha in nOrc as a Fiery Paradigmlf regards the Orc figure 

as the central force of the regeneration he sees in the poem. 
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Developing Blake's notion of dialogue and,the·necessary 

meeting of contraries as "Without Contraries is no pro-

gressionu (MHH 3:Prose), he demonstrates the necessity and 

presence of an internal dialogue within the Ore figure. 

It is a dialogue which, as he states, creates a continual 

generative torque by which a new state is reached and a 

new set of contraries established. 

Pointing to the importance of dialogue in the 

earlier B09.k of Thel, Marriage of Heaven ,J!nd Hell, aud 

Y,i§.!&.ns of the Daughters of Albi,Q.!!B Quasha asserts that it 

is of sim.ilar significance in Americ~. His belief in the 

creative and generative nature of this poetic torsion which 

results from this dialogue or meeting of contraries also 

places him in opposition to Fry~fs notion of circularity. 

Of the nOrc cycle he states that it Itmay be a more char-

acteristic creation of Northrop Frye's cartography than of 

Blake's poetic system l'ihich strove for escape from circular 
_ 24 

closure in space and timen • Orc, acco~ding to Quasha, is a 

"specific manifestation of a principle of renewed thought-

creating fires lt 'by which "primal Energy" is "released as 
25 

formative ·power". In a .view similal" to that of Erdman, he 

sees the release of such 'tprimal Energy" in the fires which 

conclude the. poem. The generatiVe formation which results 

in the successful overthrow of Albion's Angel in America 

is meant to be repeated in the final image of the burning 

gates as the establishment of a formative social, political 
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and spiritual power becomes in this final fiery image the 

responsibility of the reader whose "expanded inner eye 

gazes, from a perspective of the infinite, at the world 
26 

outside the poem. 1t Orc's actions in Americ!!, then, are 

symbolically prophetic of those to be eventually experienced 

by the reader and in this respect he becomes a model of 

generative formation. 

The success of Orc's revolution in AmericA is 

especially significant, Quasha states, in view of the pre-

vious failures at liberation in the earlier poems. The 
27 

"rape-outcl'y-prophecyU paradigm which begins in Amel'ica 

with Ol'lC t s uconversion of cosmic silence into primal verbal 

presence in the shadol'IY daughter's newborn words, contin-

uing through Washington's speech, Orc's Declaration of In~e-
28 

pendenceu and finally to the "verbal apocalypse of plate 8" 

contrasts a similar paradigm in Vision§. In the earlier 

poem the outcry is followed not by generative or formatiVe 

action but rather by echoes of lamentations. Essentially, 

Quasha suggests, Oothoon is a failed Orc figure, or in a 

chronological view, one who has not attained a complete 

development of perception. Her intercourse and consequent 

self-reflection of spiritual virginity become the seed of 

generative action manifested in America as the child which 

she bearB can conceivably be Ore. 

Quasha also traces the development of "poetic 
29 

torsionu in :~=h~l, the M!£.riage and Vision.§. While these 
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works have the process of dialogue as their central inter

nal structure, its results vary_ The intercourse which 

occurs in Visioll§ and which is dogmatically proclaimed 

essential in the tIarriage, is avoided completely by the 

protagonist in Th~~. In this chronol6gical study of inter

action Quasha displays most convincingly the development 

which led to America, indicating that in terms of poetic 

torsion America represents the completion of a self

reviving cycle where the "rape-outery-prophecy" pa~adigm is 

immediately followed by another rape of this.newly-formed 

but closed systeln. Thus, while in Frye's view the cycle and 

the resulting changes are recurring, the continual cycle, 

here, produces an infinite progression to an increasing 

highel" innocence. The "thought-creating firesu \'1h1ch burn 

at the gates of the five senses in the conclusion of the poem 

become the rapists of the reader's imagination. 

In emphasizing the relationship which Blake attempts 

to establish between ~~~rica and its readers, Erdman and 

Quasha effectively undermine Frye's interpretation of the 

poem where the reader is left a mere spectator to the cycl

ical development of events. Quasha, in including Blake's 

earlier !h~, Marria~ and Visions in his observations on 
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America gives to his thoughts the greatest:- consistency 

and credibility. The importance of the earlier poems to 

his idea of poetic torsion, moreover, supports the argu

ment put forth in the beginning of this paper that an 

understanding of these earlier works is central to an under

standing of America. While Quasha has demonstrated the 

validity of this argument in terms of poetic torsion, it is 

my intention to reveal that other aspects of America emerge 

as a result of developments begun in the earlier poems. 

Reviewing the text of AmeEica and its allusions to 

lP~l, Ma££iage and Y4§ioq§, I have refrained in this chapter 

from making any conclusive interpretation of the poerne As 

Blake intended AmeriQ,f! to be a combination o.f poetry and 

art, any final observations about its nature must include a 

consideration of both these aspects. My purpose in this 

chapter is to trace the extent to which Blakets textual 

imagery is a reflection or distortion of image and word used 

in the earlier works$ As ,..rill be noted, this "borrowing" 

was neither occasional nor insignificant and while some 

images appear as the result of unconscious recollection, 

other phrases seem either to determine directly or make de

liberately ambiguous a specific critical observation. 

Having determined the extent of Blake's textual 

borrowing, I intend in the following chapter to examine a 

similar reiteration of illustrations and, in the illumination 

of both textual and pictorial allusion, finally reveal the 
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internal tension which emerges. Ameri~ will be seen to 

include aspects of the Frye, Erdman and Quasha interpre

tations and their apparent contradictions. 

The idea of extended and developed themes of 

ear~ier poems as existent in ~rica becomes apparent in 

the npreludiumtf • Here, as in Yisions, there occurs a rape 

and consequent outcry. Eventually given greater social and 

political implications in the body of the poem, the physical 

rape in the IIPreludiumu , while foreshadowing Orc's later 

imaginative assault, also alludes to the earlier rape of 

Oothoon in Vjsions as the suggestion of a symbolic unity 

bet\\'een Oothoon and the shadowy daughter implies an affinity 

bet\oJcen Bromion and Orc. The exploration of the relationship 

between the·figures from both works results in a greater 

awareness on the reader's part of Orc's more highly-develQped 

spirituality. The lust which is embodied by Bromion in 

Vis~, for example, is condemned by Ore in America and with 

the suggestion of an extended identity, his sentiment could 

be regarded as self-condemning or, in Quashats terminology, 

as an example of self-rending. 

While the suggestion of an extended or unified per

sonality in Visions and America supports Quashats view of 

the poem, the textual allusions allow for several o~her 

thematic possibilities. The initial reference to the shadowy 

daughter of Urthona, in recalling the "daughter of beauty" 

(BT 5:7) in Thel, suggests a movement from pastoral innocence 
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to a darker world of experience. This world of darkness 

is further alluded to in the description of "red" Orc~ 

Resembling the, tired, round globe, hot burning" (VDA 2:33) 

on the Abyss in Vision~, his colour associates him with 

the figure of Satan in the ~arriag~ while the traditionally 

regarded darkness inherent in the Satanic is emphasized 

in the conclusion of Americ~ where Orc's fires emit heat 

but not light. 

The portrayal of the daughter of Urthona as 

"Crown'd with a helmet and dark hairn (A 1:4), enhancing 

thi~ darkness, also creates in itself an image of emotional 

and spiritual fr.igidity. In describing this "crowned" 

femaJ~e I however, Blake reminds one of the crown belonging to 

the clod of clay in Thq!. While the idea of cold solitude 

arises from the clod's reflection that "My bosom of itself 

is cold and of itself is dark" (ST 4:12), her echoing 

statement, "And I have given thee a crown that none can take 

away" (ST 5:4) suggests a foreboding presence of control in 

the ttpreludium" setting. 

The contrast between the setting of The! and 

Ameri£2, is further revealed in the reference to the "bown • 

Where in America the allusion is to a "bow like that of 

night/Where pestilence is shot from heavenll (A 1:6), in 

-Ihel a "watery bown (BT 1:8) is compared to the protagonist, 

the life inherent in the symbol of water being in marked 

contrast to the death that comes with pestilence. The "dark 
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air" (Al:8) which surrounds the "shadowy" daughter is 

broken only by the clouds which form around her loins. 

Recalling the initial setting of the Marriage where 

"Hungry clouds swag on the deep" (MHH 2:2), this clouded 

enclosure of the genitals is a reminder of the sexual aver

sion characteristic of Theotormon. Significantly, his 

lamenting over Oothoon's intercourse with Bromion in 

~nclouds with jealousy his nights"(VDA 7:18) • 

In the midst of this darkened s~tting, Blake por

trays the shadowy daughter as standing It silentU " as ni.ghtll 

(A 1:8) as once again he recalls the figures of The1 and 

Oothoon. In the allusion to Thel who ltstood in silence 

listening to the ""oices of the ground lt (BT 6:8), Blake 

emphasizes the passivity of the IIshadowyU female figure, 

while in the comparison to Oothoon, who "waited silent all 

the day and all the night" (VDA 4:25), Blake points to a 

significant distinction between the two females. Contrast

ing Oothoon who is silent after her liberation from the 

"night" 1tthat closed me in its deadly blnck"(VDA 2:29), 

the shadowy daughter exists in a darkened state of 

enslavement. 

In the allusions to these early poems Blake empha

s~zes the pervading atmosphere of darkness, enslavement 

and : 'frigidity which surrounds the female figure. The 

descriptive distinction, on the other hand, between her 
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"iron tongue"(A 1:9) and the pastoral "honeyed" tongue in 

~(BT 6:16) demonstrates the oppressive potential of 

experience. Ore's reference to the female as a "dark 

virgin" (A 1: 11), furthermore, contrasts \'lith the uweeping 

vil .. gin lt in .1:11e1. (BT 3: 14) and the !'virgin bliss" in 

Vi§ions(VDA 6:6). His description of her father "stern 

abhorr'd"{A 1:11) recalls Ooothoonts curse, "Father of Jeal

ousy be thou accursed from the eart~~VDA 7:12) and in 

this reiteration or "jealousy" emphasizes the initial assoc

iation of Theotormon, Uri zen and the female figure of the 

"Preludium". 

This poetic interaction which helps to illuminate 

the characteristics of the shadowy daughter also gives 

greater insight into the initial description of Ore. Bound 

by ntenfold chainsn(A 1:12), he resembles the ItGiants tt in 

the Jliarriagg Itwho formed this world into its sensual exis

tence and now seem: to live in i~ in chains~~lliH 15:Pr-ose). 

'The relationship of these chains to the world of exper

ience is suggested by the "chain of life tl in Visions{VDA 

4:23). Both Orc and the daughter of Urthona, then, appear 

initially passive and controlled in the world of experience. 

Despite this initial similarity, however, Orc's impending 

liberation is made apparent in the desGription of his 

ttsoaring spirit"{A 1:12) as it is this image which repre-

sents the potential for Eternity in Blake's earlier proverb 

from the ~larriag~, UNo bird soars to'o high if he soars with 
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Orcts rising spirit is given further association 

with the infinite in his self-reflected eagle image. For 

in the Marriag.,e Blake proclaims that when "thou seest an 

eagle thou seest a portion of Geniu~t~lliH 9:Prose)~ The 

sense of Orcls impending rebelli?n, on the other hand, 

occurs in Blake's observation that the "eagle never lost so 

much time as when he submitteJ\MHH 8:Prose). ,Similarly 

Orc's rebellious actions are given sanction by his reflec

tion of the lion.as the "wrath of the lion", Blake asserts 

in the M.ar:ria.g~,nis the wisdom of God'tMHH 18:Pro$c).. The 

ambiguous nature of this lion image, also associated with 

the Prince of Albion, makes it a possible representation of 

Urizen and Orc thereby supporting the notion advocated by 

Frye that Orc and Urizen are parts of one identity. 

As the first plate of the tlpreludiumu concludes, 

we witness the rape of the shadO\\'X daughter. Her limbs, 

wrapped in the folds of Orc, present an image reminiscent 

of XJ.sions where nstorms rent Theotormon's limbe!~VDA 8:6). 

Orc in this rape sequenc~ uhO\\'ls"(A 1:19) with joy and 

having joyfully rended "these caverns lt , differs with the 

earlruer Bromion who 18 s hook the cavern with his lamentation" 

(VDA 4: 12) • 

Despite his similarity to Theotormon in being 

"silent. as despairing lovelt(A 2:1)~ O1."c rends the links of 
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his chains. That he is as "strong as jealousy"(A 2:1) 

equates him w.\th the "Father of Jealousyll(VDA 7:12) in 

YjSiOI~ and in this sense points to the inevitable clash 

between their two. forces in the body of America. The 

shadowy daughterts first reaction to Orc's rape in smiling 

"her first-born smileu(A 2:4) momentarily demonstrates the 

assel",tion in y!"~s·that she ""ho ttpines for man shall 

8t'laken her womb to enormous joys(VDA 7 :14). "The'lamenta

tion which follows consequently becomes,a greater tragedy 

of lost potential as she, like Thel, appears to enter "a 

land of sorrows and of tears w'here never a smile was seed'(BT 

In the speech of the shadowy daughter Blake intro~ 

duces the political and social afflictions occuring on 

the "American plainsli(A 2:10)~ The figures described here 

as "endured by roots and who writhe their arms in the 

nether deeptt(A 2:11) that "grew black as a sea and rolled 

with a terrible noise" in the Marriage(HHH l7:Prose) are 

a bleak contrast to the youth in the Marriage whp "stretched 

out his arms embracing the flames of fird~MHH 22:Prose)' 

The "rootsU through which they endure the tlafflictions lt 

appear reminiscent of the Itfibrous roots" of Thel(BT 6:3) 

associated in that poem ,dth the "couches of the dead" 

(BT 6:3).· 

The assaulted femalets final belief that her 

ttfallen1t state is "eternal death" and the "torment long 
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foretold"(A 2:17) epitomizes the faasehood·inthe 

~a£ria~~, "That God will torment Man in Eternity for 

following his Energiesn(MHH 4:Prose), and associates her 

with the Angels in the Marriar& who similarly view "active 

energy" as "torment and insanity'tMHH 6:Prose). This 

final allusion to the Angels, who are continually mocked 

in the Marriag~ gives a humourous undertone to the 

daughter's speech as she becomes clearly a pitiable 

figure. 

In her rape and subsequent outcry the shadowy 

daughter simultaneously resembles Ooothoon and Theotormon 

in Yi~ipns. Symbolic of a physical and spiritual rape, 

Orcfs actions in the npreludiumn reflect the storms which 

spiritually rended Theotormon in the earlier poem. Lamen

ting within an" illusory perception of reality, the shadowy 

daughter recalls the similar reaction by Theotormon. Her 

regressive state is also revealed in her relationship to 

Oothoon. For while both female figures are raped, Oothoon 

surpasses the daughter in her resulting novel perception of 

the world. Rather than regard her intercourse as tteternal 

death" and the "torment long foretold ll , she views her 

sexual experience as instrumental in allowing her to enter 

into a greater spiritual innocence. The chronological 

perceptual regression embodied in the shadowy daughter," 

then, may perhaps represent a lingering uncertainty in the 

poet's mind over the inevitability of a progressive 
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movement toward a new awareness. She appears as a stunted 

rather than a developed Oothoon and in this respect sugg

ests in par·t that America is a regression from Visions. 

But while the relationship between the shadowy 

daughter and Theotormon questions the state of progress-

ive perception in America, the association of Orc and 

Theotormon creates a different impression. It has been 

suggested by DoG. Gilliam that in Visio1l.E! Bromion and 

Theotormon are two aspects of one identity whose spiritual 

and sensual natures are totally isolated. Noting the simil

arit~es discussed earlier between Bromion and Orc, espec

ially in their comparable rapes, the latter may also be 

regarded as a later version of Theotormon. For like 

Theotormon, throughout Visions, Orc is initially portrayed 

in the uPreludium" as being spiritually enchained. His 

rape of the shadowy daughter, then, who also resembles 

Theotormon, becomes an instance of self-rending and gives 

initial support to George Quashafs view that a pattern of 

continual and progressive self-I torsion exists throughout 

America. 

The subtle suggestion of character assimilation .in 

Visions and the npreludium" of America allows for a varied 

interpl'etation of the later poem. The ambigui~y arising 

from the "progressive" and IIregressivetl reflections in the 

Itpreludiumlt invite a closer study of Orc's revolution. 

That this ambiguity remains and is perhaps a reflection 
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of Blake's own state of mind is the argument of this 

study. For while the ttPr'eludiumll is reflective, it is 

also prophetic in its condensed symbolic portrayal of 

Ore's social, political and spiritual revolution and the 

textual allusion illuminating this symbolic stage also 

reveals the action and setting of the ttprophecytf section of 

America. 

The opening lines of "A Prophecy" establish an 

immediate atmosphere of silent apprehension. While the 

Prince of Albion "burns in his nightly tent"(A 3:1) the 

"souls of warlike men tl rise in silent night(A 3:3) and "Heet 

on the coast glowing ll7i th bloodtA 3: 5) • .1 The intimation of 

potential explosiveness, enhanced by this overw~lelming 

silence, effectively foreshadows the subsequent uprising of 

action and sound. In Blakets use of specific images, how-

ever this initial silence is given a greater sense of fore-

boding. The "nightly tent" which contains the Prince of 

Albion, reminiscent of the "shining tent" of the "fair-eyed 

dewlt(BT 3:13) in Thel suggests a darkness, emphasized by 

the Usilent night" in which the "war-like men arisen and , 
compleme nted by the II sullen firesn piercing the nightly air. 

Emerging from the Prince of Albion these ff SUllen fires lt 

recall the image of the ffsullen frowning foo1 11 in the 

Marriage(~rnH 8:Prose) and create an impression of the 

"Guardian Princell(A 3:1) that undermines his initial stature. 
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As a result, Albion's Prince appears as an oppressive 

fool of darkness from which Washington and the others may 

justifiably proclaim their independence. 
. . 

While the "Guardian Prince" is immediately assoc-

iated with darkness, the Americans, also' through Blake's 

use of reflective imagery, are ~tmbolically united with 

"energy". In his earlier Marriage. Blake reverses the 

mythology of the Christian world. The "active energyll 

traditionally regarded as evil becomes one with virtue and 

is embodied in the image of the Leviathan. Here, in a 

setting.identical to I,\merica where the Americans ttmeet on 

the coast", Blake describes this Leviathan: 

Between the clouds and the waves we saw 
a cataract of blood mixed with fire ••• 
Advancing toward us with all the fury of 
a spiritual existence ~ •••• tingling the 
black deep with beams of blood(MHH l7:Prose). 

Characterizing the Prince of Albion's vie\t/ of Orc and the 

Americans, this image illuminates Albion's opponents and 

establishes Blake's own immediate sympathies. 

The atmosphere of silence and tension pervading the 

opening lines of "A Prophecy" is broken, as David Erdman 

notes, by Washington's speech. Commencing the verbal 

action of the conflict, America's general reiterates, in 

his description, the oppressive nature of Albion's Prince. 

In instructing the Americans to view a "bended bow" "lifted 

in heavenll(A 3:7) he recalls not only the ttbow like that 
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of night(A 1:5-6) which shoots pestilence in the npre

ludium" but also the image of Urizen in O,othoon t s curse, 

"0 Uri zen creator of men, mistaken Demon of heaven(VDA 5:3).1l 

. 'The "heavy iron chainn which descends tflink by link from 

Albion's cliffs"(A 3:8) is the chain which binds Ore in 

the "Preludiumtt • In his opening speech, then, Washington 

establishes the affinity between Urizen and the Prince of 

Albion. Suffering from Albion's oppression, the Americans 

with "heads deprest", "eyes downcast" and "faces pale", at 

once reflect the shadowy daughter and Theotormon and their 

accompanying states of controlled sensibility. Washington's 

final proclamation that this perceptual limitation will 

descend into future generations, causing them to forget the 

nature of the oppressor, reiterates the theme of self

deception in the H.J!Friag~ where tlmen forgot that All deit

ies reside in the human brease\MHH 11:Prose}. More import

antly, however, his statement ''larns of the perversion of 

Blake's earlier notion that knoliledge is "transmitted from 

generation to generatiodtMHH 15:Prose)~ 

Washington's speech brings a "terrible blastn(A 3:13) 

from Albion's "Wrathful Princeu • Resembling the "wintry 

blastn in VisioQ,§(VDA 8:6), the Prince's reaction reminds 

the reader of the later Urizenic tlfreezing snows" and 

consequently associates him with the forces of oppression 

arising in the darkness of midnight and flaming "red 
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meteors round the land of Albion begeathtA 3:16)~ This 

association is emphasized as he appears to shoot the 

ttdeathly pestilence"(A 1:5-6) described in the npreludiumu • 

Reacting to Albion's flaming, America Ufaintslt(A 4:4) and 

recalls Oothoon's initial regressive reaction in Vision~ 

where on Bromion's IIstormy bed" she lay "faint" and "soon 

her woes appall'd his thunders hoars~~VDA 1:17)~ The 

suggestion here that Bromion may represent the Prince is 

supported by Bromionts own speech in Visions: 

"Thy soft American plains are mine, and 
mine thy north and south 

ItStampt with my signet are the swarthy 
'children of the sun; , 

"They are obedient, they resist not, they obey 
the scourge; 

"Their daughters worship terror and obey the 
violent(VDA 1:20-23). 

His affinity with both Urizen and Orc supports Frye's 

view that the latter two figures are aspects of one 
. 31 

identity. 

While "America faints" in response to the Prince 

of Albion, the figure of Orc rises from the "belching seau 

and the n l"aging fire s'( A 4: 3 ) '. His emergence from these 

flame~ remind one of the "Lions of flaming fire" in the 

!4arri~ who are seen "raging around and· melting the metals 

into living fluidstMHH l5:Prose) • In the Marriag~ these 

lions take part in the progressive tttransmissiontt of know-

ledge from generation to generation and the recollection of 

their actions supports the notion that Orc is the personifi-

cation of a generative force "shooting its veins all round 
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the rob'd heaverl'(A 4:5) .. The image of the Itwedge" of 

lIiron" heated in the furnacetl(A 4:8-9) also supports 

,this view iii that it is a reminder of the ttmelting" of 

tithe metals into living fluidstt • In the final:essence of 

Orc's "heat but not lightn(A 4:11) penetrating the "murky 

atmosphere" the initial setting of itA ProphecyU is des

troyed and Orc's "SatanicU personality is introduced. Its 

t~vil" nature, as necessarily dependent on the perceiver in 

the MFrrJl~ge is a theme also continued in ~~ica. 

While in his reaction to the coming of Orc, the 

King of England appears "trembling", Albion's Angel 

standing beside a stone, views the Ore "terror" as a iicome'tU 

or the "planet red"(A 5:2). Alluding to this planetary 

symbol, the Angel hints at an iminent conflict. That this 

same ttplanet red" once "inclostd the terrible ''landering 

comets in its spherelt(A 5:3) suggests the idea of a self

imposed confinement, a notion central to the Marriage. and 

!.isiol1§o In the action of "inclosing"1 the planet resembles 

the oppressive forces in Visi2.!1§. which, as 06thoon states, 

"inclos'd my infinite brain into a narrow circle" and 

who IItold me that I have five senses to inclose me uP'tVDA 

2:31-32)." Ore's newly acquired freedom, consequently, 

appears as a f:>rm of self-liberation. Staining the "temple" 

(A 5:6) of oppression with "beams of blood"(A 5:7); he 

infuses a new life, "Red as the rosy morning, lustful as 
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the first born beam"(VDA 7:27) into his own being. The 

sense of awakened sexuality, conveyed in this allusion 

to Y,i§.i2!.ll!, is further suggested when as the Itmorning 

comes", the IIwatchmen leave their stations"(A 6: 1) • 

Their departure symbolizes the demise of the "creeping 

skeleton" of Itself-love" seen in Visions with lamplike 

eyes watching around the frozen marriage beJ,VDA 7:22)~ 

The removal of this self-pre-occupation opens the 

way to infinite perception as the "palace of eternity" 

contained in the It jaws of a hungry grave" in Visions(VDA 

6:1) is·nburstn by Orc's emergence in AmerictC!,. The I1bones 

of deathn, "breathing" and "awakeningtt spring like redeemed 

captivesn(A 6:5) to give new life to the body while the 

uinchained soul" formerly "shut up in darknesstl(A 6:8} 

perceives that':uhis chains are 100sdl(A 6:10) ... The doors 

of the "dungeon" which "thou are preparing for thyself to 

all eternityU(MHH 17:Prose) in the lI-iarriag§, are, with the 

coming of Ore's liberation, opened. Significantly, in 

contrast to the initial setting of the "Preludium" and "A 

Prophecy", tithe 's.ln has left its blackness and has found a 

fresher morning"(A 6:13) while the "fair Moon rejoices in 

the clear and cloudless nigh"t!I(A 6: 14) • The similarity 

suggested between this enlightened state and the setting in 

Thel is deliberate as the comparison to this earlier past

oral world implies that in America a similar but higher 
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innocence has been attained. 

In achieving this higher innocence, Ore, while 

appearing as a beneficial force of liberation to the for

merly oppressed, is also the embodiment of evil to the 

oppressor. To Albion's Angel he is the"serpent-formed tf 

who stands flat the gate of Enitharmon to devour her 

childrerl\A 7:3-4).' Referring to the image of the serpent, 

the Angel re-introduces Orc's "Satanic" quality and the 

per~ptual ambiguity of its nature, first presented in the 

Marriag,§,o His accusation that Ore is a "Blasphemous 

Demontl , on the other hand, becomes an ironic condemnation of 

"Urizen creator of men, mistaken Demon of heaverr~VDA 5:3). 

Responding to the Angel's accusations, Ore pro-

claims his identity and purpose. In scattering Urizen's 

ten commands of religion to the four ~winds he desires that 

the "deserts bloom and the deeps shrink to their fountains 

(A 8: 8)·. ~his noverflO\~ing fountain lt of the Marriagi~MHH 

8:15) will renew 'the "fiery joy"(A 8:9) and "bUrst the 

stony roofn(A 8:9) of confinement. In Ore's newly created 

world, Itvirginitytt may be found in a "harlot" such as 

Oothoon and in "course~clad honestyll(A 8:11) where in 

being I'honest, open, seeking" "the vigourous joys of morn-

ing light are open to virgin blisJ~VDA 6:6). Orc's 

revolution renews the world of which Oothoon speaks when, 

in addressing Theototmon, she notes that "once were thy 

fires lighted by the eyes of honest mordtVDA 6:15). In 
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this new world "everything that lives is holy" and "life 

delights in life" (A 8: 13) as the proverb in the Marri3~,ge 

that the "soul of sweet delight can never be defiledtt(MHH 

9:14) becomes a fact in America. Once again this new 

reality is associated with the pastoral in the resemblance 

between Orc's "silver thighsn(A 8:17) and the Lilly's 

"silver shrine lt in ~(BT 2:2)~ Smiling in tears, the 

Lilly appears to embrace the joy and sorrow combined in 

Ore's state of higher innocence. 

The helplessness which the Prince of Albion feels 

in the midst of Orc's pl"esence is illustrated in his re

action to the latter's "proclamations". While he is able 

to see ftterrible men stand on the shorelt(A 9:9), the 

uclouds" which dominated the ttpreludiumtt now ironically 

obscure his ttaged sight"(A 9:12) and he becomes a victim of 

his own imposed limitations. His "aged sightlt recalls the 

image of Theotormon whom Oothoon describes as having "web of 

age" around him, gray, hoary and dark/Till his eyes sicken 

at the fruit that hangs before his sighttl(VDA 7:20), and in 

this allusion simultaneously suggests a fruition in Ore's 

liberation. The Prince's "punishing Dembnstt(A 9:3) are 

also impotent in the face of Orc's "thunderstt. As they 

crouch "howling before their cavernsu(A 9:4), they at once 

reflect the earlier tlhowling lt O(:;hoon and the Bromion 

figure ,"ho "shock the caverns ,dth his lamentations'tVDA 4: 

12 )". These earlier figures who suffer from the pain of 
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their perceptual confinem~nt reflect the nature of the 

"punishing Demons" who like the Prince become the victims 

of their own oppression. Appearing 1I1ike skins dl"ytd in 

the windtt(A 9:4), these agents of Albion's tYI~anny are 

unable to destroy the fertility of Orc's world. Failing 

to "bring the stUbbed oak to overgrow the hillslt(A 9:8), 

they al~e unable to sustain the roots of confinement and 

control prevalent in the Ameri£8 npreludium". 

The Prince of Albion's condemnation of Orc as an 

"Eternal Viperll(A 9:15) ironically recalls the image in 

the ~furriage where the Viper is involved in the generation

al transmission of knowledge. Seeing Amel"ica t s shore 

1I\1I'rithingll in lIdarkness lt and in "pangs of abhorred birth" 

(A 9:16-17), he maintains the perception of the shadowy 

daughter with its characteristic distortion. His inadver

tent self-condemnation is also revealed in his nevi!,t per

ception of the nharlot womb l1 heaving in "enormous circles" 

(A 9:18). It is against this circular and enclosed view 

that Orc's "crest rebelliousll(A 9:17) rises. 

Unable to incite a reaction against Orc, Albion's 

Angel weeps. His'similarity to Theotormon "weeping upon 

the threshol(tn(VDA 2:21) and the Daughters of Albion who 

uweep a trembling lamentationlt(VDA 1:1) emphasizes the fact 

that he has become the victim of Urizenic oppression and 

self-deception. The possibility for salvation, however, 

emerges in the allusion to the early image of Thel, the 
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"weeping virgin" who "trembling kneels before the risen 

suIlt B T 3: 14 ) • ' In Meri£!! this "rising sunil comprises Orc, 

the Thirteen Angels and the "immortal pinnacles" of the 

"ancient palace"(A lO:8-9}. While Blake, alludes to the 

ttpalace of eternityn(MHH l4:Prose) in this'third image, 

his use of lIancient" is also significant as this word is 

associated in his earlier poems with the infinite. Speak

ing in the Marriag~ of "ancient poets(1)1HH 11:Prose) and 

ttthe ancient traditionu(MHH l4:Prose), he continues the 

celebration of the distant past in Visions. ttTel1 where the 

joys of oldtl , he writes, andftwhere the ancient loves ll • 

UThou. knowest that the ancient trees ••• have fruitltVDA 4: 13) .. 

This second association of Orc with fruition once again 

emphasizes the fertility of Orc's revolution. 

America's Angels, in response to Albion's war-cry, 

sit silent below the "hoveringtt clouds of the Atlantic(A 10-

12). In a significant contrast to the clouds ttHovering and 

glittering in the air before the face of The111(ST 3:6), 

the clouds in America are sombre and threatening. Indignant 

andtfburning with the fires of Orclt(A 11:2), the Thirteen 

Angels counter this threat with IIdeep thunderfl(A 11:1) as 

the speech of Boston's Angel affirms, in open rebellion, 

the superiority of honesty and generosity over idleness and 

pestilence. His condemnation of these Urizenic qualities 

is consistent with Blake's proverb in the Marriage that 

llHe who desires but acts not, breeds pestilence1tMHH 7:5).\ 
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Proclaiming the perversion of law and virtue in the 

Urizenic world, Boston's Angel rejects the state of the 

Upitying Angel" who, like Oothoon, "fans himself with sighs'· 

.Reflecting Ore's actions in the npreludium", 

the Thirteen Angels discard their robes of servitude. As 

they descend over America "naked and flaming"(A 12:6) 

they ucome in the heaven of generous love nor selfish blight

ings bring'tVDA 7: 29) •. 

Standing in the flames by the figures of Washington, 

Paine and Warren, America's Angels perceive the roaring 

of Orc's fires in ublack smoke thunders(A 12:10) and in 

this awareness recall the figures in the Marriage who 

"beheld the infinite Abyss, fiery as the smoke of a burning 

city'(MHH l7:Prose). In reflecting thisnAbyss,~, Orcts 

fires in America fulfil the promise in the 1-farria&t that 

a "cherub with flaming sword" will Itconsume creation" and 

make it appear trinfinite and holthmH 14:Prose); As the 

fires cover America, the political forces of Albion are seen 

in full retreat. Throwing up a significant IIhowPI of 

"anguish", they abandon their "swords and muskets(A 13:8) 

and flee from the "grim" f1ames(A 13: 9) .'iI'he desertion of 

their "dark castlestl(A 13:8), reminiscent of the tt cast1es 

and high spires, where kings and priests may dwell" in 

VisiQ.~(VDA 5:20), represents a further dissolution of 

Uri zen 's po·wer. 

Responding to this weakness, Albion's Angels, 
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"Arm'd with diseases" (A 13 :15) attempt to sustain their 

"deadly world." Thrust upon the Americans Has a storm 

to cut them offn(A 14:5), these plagues blatantly symbo

lize the forces of death. Comparing them to a blight 

that "cuts the tender cornu(A 14:6), Blake implies the 

destruction of the "tender clod"(BT 2:3) and ntender 

flOlt/erstt (BT 3: 6) of 1hel and in this respect shows the 

plagues to represent the annihilation of all potential. 

In bringing their diseases Albion's Angels are 

surrounded by darkness while beneath them the earth is 

"cold" and Ithard"(A 14:7). The combination of these des

criptive qualities is especially ominous in view of their 

earlier use. Reflecting the state of self-prebccupation 

in the clod's statement ~ "My bosom of itself is cold and 

of itself is dark"(BT 4:12), they also characterize a 

spiritual opaqueness in Visions where "cold floods of ab-

straction'V are one with the "forests of solitudJ~VDA 5: 9).: 

Their association with spiritual desolation is further 

illustrated in the image of Theotormon who "wearing the 

threshold hard"(VDA 2:6) is "shut up in cold despai~tVDA 

4:2).: Through these allusions to earlier states, then, 

the Angels appear as manifestations of an empty and des

tructive spirituality. 

Blake emphasizes the extent of the Angels t . poten

tial destruction in his statement that Ithad America been 

lost", the "EarthU would have "lost another portion of the 

infinit~~A:14:17-18). Reacting in "wrath and ~aging fireu 
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(A:14:l9), however, Orc's forces roll back the destruct

ive plagues "with furyrt(A 14:20) and in their action at 

once recall the "raging Lion"(A 1:13) in the rtpreludium" 

and the proverb in the Marriage that the "l'lrath of the 

lion is the wisdom of GoJtMHH 8:4) • Once again Blake's 

sympathies are clearly presented. 

As Albion's plagues recoil on London and Bristol, 

Albion's Guardian appears ttwrithing in torment", "pale 

quiveringti , tlhowlingtl and "shudderingu(A 15:6-8). Il'on-

ically embracing the characteristics which he attempted to 

inflict upon the Americans, he resembles the shadowy 

daughter and. Theotormon. Similarly his ensigns are "sick

ening in the skytA 15:10). In an ironic reversal Blake 

now uses the traditional Iteviltt of the serpent to describe 

Albion's Angels and Priests who, with the Itdungeon" doors 

open, are seen to hide with their rustling black scales 

in the "reptile coverts(A 15:19-20) of perceptual confine

ment. Their females who were uformerly pining in bonds of 

religion(A 15:23) now appear "naked and glowing with the 

lusts of youth"(A 15:22) and awaiting the promise in 

Visions that she ,.,.ho tlpines for man shall awaken her womb 

to enormous joys'tVDA 7: 4). In passing over Ittheir pale 

limbstf(A 15:26), the "nerves of youthlf(A 15:25) and the 

l~esires of ancient timeslf(A 15:25) are seen "as a vine when 

the tender grape appearstl(A 15:26) and this comparison 

Blake announces the return of the pastoral imagery of The..! 
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and the idea of potential which that poem represents. 

It is in the midst of this promising potential 

that Urizen emerges with his ftfreezing snows lt • In 

contrast to "he that loves the lowlyft and who "pours oil 

upon my headu in The.1(BT 5:1), Urizen appears as an empty 

and oppressive tyrant~ Descending with ttjealous wings 

(A 16:6), he recalls the image of the UFather of Jealousylt 

(VDA 7LJ.2) and although he temporarily freezes the spread 

of revolution, the extent of his power is continually 

undermined by the nature of his description. "Weeping in 

dismal hm"llings before the stern Americans", his "leprous 

limbs" and "hoary visage tt (A 16: 11) resemble .Theotormon and 

indic~te that he, like his followers, is weakened by his 

own oppression. His threatened pOl-Jer, characterized by 

"lustn , "disease" and "milde\'ls of despair" (A 16: 20-21), is 

"unable to stem the fires of Orclf(A 16:21) which in the 

final image of A.':!Lerica consume the five gates of his "law

built heaven" and burn around the "heavens" and "abodes of 

merl'(A l6:23)·~ The conclusion of America's text, then, 

appears to proclaim the triumph of Orc's revolution. 

The presentation of Urizen's Itdespairlnglt and 

IlhoaryU visage, emphasizing his affinity with the earlier 

figures, Oothoon, Theotormon and Thel, illustrates the 

importance of Blake's textual borrowings. For while Uri

zen's limited power may b~ revealed through an exclusive 

consideration of the America text, the extent of his ironic 
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self-imposed oppression emerges only through the attention 

to Blake's allusions. Similarly Albion's Guardian and 

Urizents other followers' evolving defeat is thematically 

enhanced by their increasing comparison to the earlier 

regressive figures and their accompanying states of per

ception. As the deathly pestilence blown back upon Albion 

symbolizes an ironic reversal of "oppression lf , the 

images earlier associated with Orc and the oppressed become 

linked with the oppressors. The "\1rith~ngn and "howling" 

of Orc in the npreludium" becomes descriptive of Albion's 

Guardian as a shift in allusion appears to parallel a shift 

in power. 

From the description. of the setting of the nprelud

ium" to the final stage of Urizen, Blake illuminates 

America and its thematic development through his textual 

borro~ings. The ambiguity of Orc and his association with 

the earlier Oothoon, Bromion and Theotormon varies from 

these earlier reflections and reveals a complexity of 

character in America that suggests that the opposing forces 

in the poem cannot be easily defined. While Orc does not 

appear as an absolute symbol of virtue, but must rise 

above his uh0\11inglt to a ne"l perceptual awareness, Urizen 

and his followers do not appear to embody absolute oppress

ive power. Their self-imposed weakness, revealed by the 

allusions to the earlier poems, at once invites a feeling 

of distru.st and sympathy. This pervasive ambiguity 
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which surrounds Orc, Urizen and their respective followers 

implies that the contraries in America are within and 

without, as the reversal of power and textual allusion 

suggests their fluidity_ 

In viel'! of this arllbiguity, one is ieft not wi.th 

a sense of a great triumph of good over evil but, 

rather, with a notion of a new synthesis arising from pain

ful but necessary experience. The absence of two isolated 

and totally antagonistic forces may perhaps support Frye's 

view that Urizen and Or~ are of one identity_ Within 

that identity, however, there exists,continually,the 

possibility for a new synthesis. Fulfilled in America's 

conclusion, this newly achieved state represents an evol

ving 8\l7areness from an unceasing conflict. To say that 

America stabilizes is to support the stasis of idleness 

and pestilence. Thus both George Quashats view of a contin

ual internal torsion and Erdman's perception of the rape of 

the reader's ima~ination appear consistent with the 

necessary evolving nature of Orc's revolution, as the 

final consumation, reminiscent of the revelation of the 

infinite in the Marriage, reveals its extent. 

In the evaluation of the Americ,l! text, then, the 

consideration of Blake's ~arlier images is essential, for 

acutely revealing, not only' the nature of the various 

settings and characters, but also the ambiguity and con

traries necessary for the movement into a new and contin

uing perceptual synthesis. 
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This final celebration of sensual, social, 

political and spiritual liberation arises only from an 

exclusive consideration of America's text. For while 

the textual allusions to Thel, Marriage and Visions 

continually illustrate the progression of Orc's revolu

tion, Blake's visual reflections, equally extensive, 

present an alternate view. To illuminate the nature of 

this view is the purpose of the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

BLAKEtS TEXTUAL ALLUSIONS 

1 The method of notation described earlier in Ghapter 
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CHAPTER THREE 

I 
BLAKE'S VISUAL ALLUSIONS 

In the previous discussions of Blake's allusions 

to ~, the Marri~e and Visions, I have attempted to 

illuminate the eJ\.-tent to which recurring symbols and 

imagery exist in Rmeric~. While in some instances the 

possibility for a varied thematic interpretation arises, 

Jll!1eriqi! generally reveals a pattern which continually 

emphasizes the beneficence of Orc's tlliberation".. Blake 

fu.rther suggests that Orcts revolution is both inevitable 

and necessarily triumphant, and in the final consumation 

of the gates of the five senses emphasizes this belief. 

In revealing this sentiment, however, America's text 

clouds the nature of Blake's entire poetic statement. For 

in Amer!ca the accompanying illUstrations are of equal 

importance and significantly add a greater complexity to 

Blake's views. It is because of this important visual 

aspect that I carefully avoided any conclusive evaluation 

of the poem, as a comprehensive statement on America is 

possible only after a detailed consideration of its visual 

art. 

In the earlier review of critical thought, I noted 

the dominance of the visual approach to Blake's poe"tic 

workm • The pervasive concern with Blakets artistic abilities 

60 
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and intentions is evidenced in the articles by such writ-
2 

ers as W.J.J.~titchell and Jean Hagstrum. While their 

views affirm the importance of the illustration, other 
3 

critics, such as l-lartin Butlin, in their pre-occupation 

with the visual, seek to remain indifferent to Blake's 

lyrical achievements. In &!.t~rica,ho\'iever as David Erdman 

had rightly stated, Blake is working on two levels. His 

text and illustrations allow for both self-sufficiency 

and interaction and it is up to the reader to discover the 

extent to which a relationship occurs. 
textual 

Complementing his use of/allusion, Blake in 

Am~rica adopts many illustrations from the earlier poems. 

Reflecting and distorting his earlier visual art, he 

creates a visual complexity which subsequently results in 

an internal tension between illustration and text. In the 

final analysis it is the balance between these two aspects 

that illuminates the true nature of America, as, in the 

exploration of this visual-textual relationship, the poem 

becomes an obvious manifestation of transitional sentiment 

characterized by uncertainty, ambiguity and an internal 

tension. In this chapter, however, it is my desire to 

reveal only the extent and implications of Blake's visual 

borrowings. 

As we first regard America, we confront~ in ad-

vance of any text, its frontspiece and title page. Char-

acterized by this absence of lyric, they produce an immediate 
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visual impression which, David Erdman asserts in his 

"Americ!: New Expanses", conveys an atmosphere of silence. 

The "slain warrior, anguished maiden, the mother and 

children who seem to have been but are not now, weeping; 

the chained angel in the broken wall, his face buried, 

the dismounted cannon, and the brokert sword in the fore-
4 

ground" all suggest "an irreversible silence". It is 

Erdman's belief that it is from this initial silehce that 

the noise and forces of Orc's revoluti0I?- triumph. A 

closer study of these illUstrations, however, indicates a 

permeating sense of pessimism. 

In the frontspiece the picture is dominated by the 

image of a winged figure mannacled to a rock. Representing 

a potential flight to liberation, the figure,in his simil-

arity to the chained figure in the npreludiumfl,can be re

garded as a potential Ore. He is, however, also reminiscent 

of Theotormon who in the frontspiece of Visions similarly 

appears in a forward crouching position with his head buried 

in his arms. While Theotormon is not portrayed as being 

visually chained, his spiritual despair binds him to the 

accompanying large and foreboding rock-and this image is 

repeated again in Visions 4J where, in a similar crouching 

position of despair, he appears bound once again. The 

consistent pattern of spiritual confinement depicted in 

these images is also descriptive of the America frontspiece. 

In fun,e_t...ica, however, the confinement is more powerful. 
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Here, in contrast to the natural rock of Visions 

the winged figure appears chained to a man-made prison. 

Further isolating him from the natural world, this man-

made structure more importantly suggests that the winged 

figure is a victim of his self-imposed limitations, a 

theme which is dominant in Y..,ision..§.. Rather than being 

positioned beside the rock-like formation~ as Theotormon 

appears in Visions, the winged figure is enclosed within 

prison walls. Emphasizing the greater ~xtent of his con

finement, this image is complemented by Orc'st similarity 

to Bromion and Oothoon, as in the Vision~ frontspiece they, 

like the winged figure, are visibly enchained. Similarly, 

in ~n~, Oothoon is chained within a fettered wave 

as Theotormon crouches in despair. Portr~yed as victims 

of limited perception, Oothoon and Bromion, like Theotormon, 

illustrate a self-imposed confinement and thus the winged 

figure in America, in embodying the enslavement of Bromion, 

Oothoon and Theotormon, is part of a greater entrenched 

oppression. Only the potential inherent in his highly 
I 

visible wings visually ~~counters this pervasive sense of 

control •. 

The pessimistic tone of the America frontspiece 

also arises in the pictorial allusion to !:!arriage 4E where 

the image of the chained figure is also accompanied by the 

pl'esence of a woman and child. In the Marriage, hOl."ever, 

the male figuI'e is visibly reaching out to the female in 
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the midst of the sun and wave-like fires •. The America 

male, in contrast, is totally oblivious to his female and 

child companions, while the sun and fire imagery in the 

Marri~g~ illustration is replaced in the America fronts

piece by cloud and a surrounding darkness, Seeming to 

reflect the winged figure's despair, the female and her 

children also project a sense of confinement. Contrasting 

the outstretched figures in the Marriag~, the female, with 

her legs crossed, hunches with a despairing look over a 

small child while, simultaneously, another small figure, 

with head downcast, leans upon her lap. In their hunched 

positions the female, her children and the dominant winged 

figure effectively conceal the sexual organs of the body 

and recall the theme of se~ual sUblimation in Thel,the 

Mar!,ia~ and Visions. Consistent with the setting revealed 

in the tlpreludiumn text, the visual presentation of these 

figures conveys an equally foreboding sense of oppression. 

The subdued atmosphere dominating the frontspiece 

is also characteristic of Americats titlepage and is sim

ilarly comparable to the titlepage of Visions. Where in its 

comparable visual presentation the frontspiece of Visions 

illuminates the frontspiece of Am,?rica, the titlepage of 

Yi.si.ons is revealing in its cont"rasts to the later poem. 

Throughout the Visions titlepage, extended naked figures 

exude a vibrant enex·gy. Their mutual contact, suggestive of 

imminent sexual interaction, proclaims a triumphant 
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sensuality which, in the form of fire, appears to consume 

a Urizenic figure. This symbolic victory enhances the 

sense of potential in the poem's beginning and is indicat

ive of a theme also present in America. In the later poem, 

however, the mood of the titlepage is more sombre. 

The illustration to the America titlepage con-

tains only one extended figure. While David Erdman has .~\ 

argued that another figure hopefully points to the word 

"Americau , this questionable example of vigour appears as 

an obviously passive individual. Amidst these two most 

extended and exuberant figures, an old man sits hunched over 

a scroll and recalls the illustration in Marriage lOB. 

Appeal'iug as a reiteration of the earlier figures deceived 

by the false teaching of the Bible, logic and reason, he, 

like the winged figure in the front~piece who sits in a 

similar hUddled position crowded over some form of writing, 

is oblivious to his surroundings. Contrasting the implied 

interactions in the Visions titlepage, the man and woman, 

here, appear totally separate and self-SUfficient and 

remind one of the clod's statement in Thel that liMy bosom 

of itself is cold, and of itself is darUXBT 4:12) . 

To fulfil Blake's philosophy of America these 

figures must become part of a sensual union arising from 

the Orc fires. Their separation may, therefore, be des

criptive of the Urizenic oppressive state or may indicate 

the limited extent of a potential liberation. While the 
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, 
former view thematically presents a greater challenge to 

Orcts fires than in the Visions titlepage, the latter 

interpretation places an initial uncertainty on the 

possibility of such a revolution. The prophetic nature 

of the titlepage suggested in the words "America: A Prop4 

hecy" and the visual comparison to the prophetic potential 

in the Visions titlepage, ho\ .... ever, implies than an uncer-

tainty does exist in the America plate. 

This ambiguous presentation is ~urther emphasized 

in the 10\.,er portion of the illustration. Here, in con-

trast to the separation depicted above, two figures appear 

locked in embrace, and while the female is animated, the 

male, lying prostrate, resembles a corpse. Recurring in 

plate .2!i and l3N, this image, suggestive of death or of a 

deadened sensibility in the America titlepagel is espec-

ially significant of its relationship to the idea of poten-

tial. The female can be seen either as mourning over a 

dead figure or infusing new life into the dormant body. 

Their unitYI however, despite its thematic ambiguity, lacks 

the visual energy present in the couplings of the Marriage 

and Visions titlepages and, in contrast to the earlier 

poems, illustrates either a greater oppressive force or a 

weakened potential. 

The suggestion that the winged figure in the fronts-

piece is an image of Orc is supported by the appearance in 

the ttpreludiumlt plate A!llerica lK of a similarly chained 
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individual. Lying prostrate upon a grassy rock, this Orc 

figure points downwards to another, crouched in a position 

similar to the winged male. The suggested pattern of 

despair recalls the image of Theotormon and emphasizes the 

state of oppression dominating the early part ofAmeri~. 

Also included in this illustration is a highly exuberant 

male whose sexual organs are openly displayed and a female 

apparently overcome by shame or guilt. Reflecting Orc's 

rape of the shadowy daughter, these individuals also re-

call the rape of Oothoon by Bromion. The initial remorse 

felt by both females is explicitly depicted in the America 1K 

illUstration and is consequently descriptive of a state 

of lj~ited sensibility. The most dominant aspect of 

it~rica 1K, however, is the presence of roots and over

hanging limbs. While the Orc figure at the bottom is com

pletely encompassed by this root system, the human figures 

at the top a~e visually crowded by the pressing limbs. 

Contrasting the image in America lli, ~ iiN, 2N, £N these 

limbs, rather than exhibit a pictoral harmony with the 

surrounding humans, appear as antagonistic threatening 

forces, appearing to ·symbolize a state of spiritual tension. 

The sense of apprehension with which the prostrate figure 

regards their presence, moreover, attests to their fore

boding nat,ure. 

The confining roots which enclose the Orc figure in 

America 1! are also present in the second plate of the 
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npreludium". Perceiving the image of a grapevine whose 
5 

stem "bears an umbrella of future grapestt , David Erdman, 

in his interpretation of this illustration, describes the 

permeating roots as the source of rising life. Noting 
6 

that one of their tttendrils" is "heavenly bound" and 

leading to the text, he regards the "Ore" figure as moving 

in a similar fashion, free of chains, and crouched in a 

IIfertile tl furro\i. His upward visual gaze, moreover, emphas-

izes his perceptual freedom from the depths of oppression. 

While this view is convincing in its theme of renewal, it 

neglects a number of significant details in the illus-

tration. A consideration of these overlooked aspects, one 

discovers, changes the impression of the visual tone. 

In contrast to the vie,ol that Orc is crouched in a 

furrow, there exists the possibility that he is still C011-

fined by the surrounding roots. Erdman's assertion that a 

furrow exists is unquestionable. The crouching figure, 

rather, is touching and is being touched by a complex root 

system and while his hands are limited by the bottom roots, 

his shoulders fail to extend above the ~pper enclosing web. 

The figure, therefore, appears similar to the entrapped Orc 

in Americc;, lK. His upward gaze? m:oreovel"', which Erdman 

implies is heavenly, is reminiscent of Vision..§. 11 where 

victims of limited sensibility also look up·ward. In this 

earlier poem Blake seems to illustrate a doomed potential and 

this sense of loss can also be descriptive of the America 
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figure's gaze. Significantly he looks not in the direct

ion of Erdman's "umbrella of future grapes ll but at the 

text of the shadowy daughter's speech. 

The image of "heavenly tendrils" is also ambiguous. 

Recalling the coil in America lK which extends from the 

enveloping roots, the tendrils appear serpent-like in 

their formation. As will be indicated in the discussion 

of the later plates, Blake presents an alternating view of 

the serpent and the fact of this varying presentation all

ows for both a constructive and destructive potentiality 

in the uPreludium" tendrils. 

The sense of gloom and darkened sensibility pre

sented in the America frontspiece, titlepage and tlpreludium" 

plates is relieved in ,£\p1erica .3N which begins the main text 

of the poem. Here the illustration is· permeated ''lith 

images of life. Clasping the chains which formerly bound 

his sensibility, an Ore figure ascends in an airy flight. 

The implied freedom in his movement is emphasized by the 

appearance of several accompanying birds, also in motion, 

and a figure in the centre of the illustration who, Erdman 

states, blows the triumphant flames of Orc's revolution. 

The flames emerging from this sensual trumpet move upward 

and point to the ascending liberated figure. Only the 

depiction at the bottom of the plate represents a troubling 

ambiguity. For while the f'igures here embrace the flames 

of·Orc's revolution, they are simultaneously walking in a 

direction to avoid its immediacy. The dual thematic 
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presentation 
_"-inherent in this image becomes characteristic of 

the entire poem as part of a general manifestation of 

internal doubt over the inevitable triumph of Orc's 

revolution. 

America AN has been regarded as the most politi-

cally oriented plate. Erdman who regards three of the 

depicted figures as personalities of George III and who 

uses the text of tpe !\merica cancelled plate b to support 
7 

his views, refers to the "dragon form" of Prince Albion 

and states that the upper dragon-like depiction, signifi-

cantly with human hands, is descriptive of George III as 

he appears to the Americans. The figure descending on 

the left, however, with "law book clutched behind his, -back, 
8 

sceptre held in hand like a magic wandU is George III as 

he appears in his nAngel form" to the English Parliament. 

The crouched figure at the bottom, finally, is the I1King 
9 

of England tl who "looking westward trembles" at the vision 

of Orc. The tlbeached sea monster" lying beside this 
10 

hUddled figure is a "revolutionary whalen while the huddled 

female and child are helpless victims of war. 

Erdman's view, while politically comprehensive; is 

symbolically isolated. For in this plate, in Blakets 

earlier illustrations, there are reflections of earlier 

poems. The crouching figure, attempting to block the vision 

from his sight, refuses to hear the sound of the revolution 

emerging from the flaming trumpet of America.31i. While 
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this attitude can be convincingly attributed solely to 

George III, his despairing position near a rock and in the 

company of a woman and child visually recalls the image 

of Theot.ormon in the Y,.isions frontspiece and A.:!, the illus

tration to Marriage ..4Jl and the winged figure in the 

Ameri<:<.!. frontspiece. The America cancelled plate b which 

Erdman uses to support his political interpretation also 

seems to illustrate Blake's deliberate accentuation of 

this repeated visual theme. In contrast to the final image 

in Jlmerica Ali,the figure in the cancelled plate crouches 

alone and without the foreboding presence of the rock. In 

including the \'loman and child and the rock formation, 

therefore, Blake not only takes away from the exclusive 

focus on the George figure but also suggests that this lower 

image is descriptive of the general reaction arising from 

victims of limited sensibility~throughout t\merica and the 

earlier poems. The fear of Erdman t s "revolutionary \'1hale ll , 

therefore, becomes a symbolic aversion to self-awareness as 

once again the power of Orc's liberating fires is quest

ioned. 

The lower crouching individual of America AN 

recurrs in the following plate. Similarly placed at the 

bottom of the illustration, this hunched figure is one of 

two encompassed in visual flames. Despite the predomin

ance of these fires, however, these two males in contrast 

to the later image of Orc and the figure in ~iag§, .J.li 
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fail to embrace or even acknowledge their presence. The 

depiction of a serpent in their midst is significantly 

symmetrical in its enclosure of one individual. Recall

ing the images of entanglement in the "Preludiuml1 

plates, the circular coils give a retrospective foreboding 

to the earlier tttendrils". In its circular shape the 

serpent suggests a self-enclosure and thus implies that the 

threat arises from the evil of self-limitation. The fires 

which are obviously immense indicate that the flames of 

energy and liberation exist and need only to be perceived. 

Suffering from the despair of self-enclosure, however, 

the figures, here, are oblivious to the fires' rejuvenating 

powers. 

In the upper illustration a similar state of self

imposed oppression is projected. While the individual on 

the right swallows the flaming sword of Ore's revolution, 

his heightened sensibility is offset by the actions of the 

two accompanying males • The first, ''1hile perched on the 

airy lightness of a cloud, carries the burden of another 

human body. The contrast between the burden which he bears 

upon his shoulders and the physically insubstantial cloud 

suggests that the weight is unnatural and lacking proper 

association with the surrounding setting. Its true insub

stantial nature is displayed by the support which the clOUd 

gives to both the figure and his burden. To the far left 

of the illumination the second offsetting human appears. 
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Looking upward to the burdened individual, rather than 

the embracer of Orcean flames, this figure appears 

attracted to the notion of a self-imposed oppression. 

His aversion to the fires 'of liberation is further sugg

ested by the balance which he holds. Weighing down in the 

direction of the lower huddled figure, this balance at once 

associates the upper and lower individuals and illustrates 

the overwhelming extent of a limited perceptual awareness. 

The ratio of four enslaved and one libe~ated figure is 

reflected in the visual Itimbalance lt and once again Blake 

appears to undermine the power of Orc's revolution. 

The following illQstration to Ame~ica 6N which 

Erdman sees as suggestive of a redemption also visually 

questions the extent of the rising Ore fires. Seated upon 

a skeleton, a·'.naked youth with highly visual sexual organs 

at first appears to embody the renewed youth arising from 

the Orcean flames. In a comparison to similar images of 

earlier poems, however, this initial interpretation 

becomes questionable. Recalling the image of Theotormon 

in Visions 6J, the youth in America gazing at the same 

angle becomes a continued manifestation of a confined and 

destructive sensibility. Rather than emerging from the 

skeleton, then, the 'naked youth is ironically sitting on 

the consequence of his self-created mortal sensibility. 

His association with the rationalism which com

prises this mortal perception is made apparent in the 
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recollection of a similar figure in ?-Iarriage 2lC. Here 

the naked figure in a remarkably similar position sits on 

a hill surrounded by the self-enclosed pyramids of reason 

and mathematics. The youth in America 6N, then, visually 

embodies a rational and mortal sensibility. The irony is 

that while he visually appears to-be sensually open, he is, 

in reality, another part of a closed perceptual system. 

He is engaged, therefore, in the characteristic state of 

self-deception, the lifelessness of his awareness reflected, 

not only in the image of the skeleton, but also the accom

panying foliage drooping down from the skeletal body. 

Similarly at the bottom of the illumination, vegetation 

withers as a lizard is about to devour and destroy a winged 

insect. 

Drastically contrasting the "dark" implications of 

the America 6N illustration, the pastoral scene in America 

1H projects a sense of innocence previouslY absent from 

the poem. The oppressive overhanging limbs in the 

"Preludiumn plate are transformed into graceful bird and 

leaf bearing branches. Placed amidst a wide expanse of sky, 

the tree reflects the freedom of the accompanying birds 

while the figures sleeping with the ~am in the lower part 

of the illustration also display a sense of freedom in 

being widely separated from any overhanging branches. 

More than any other illustration in America, this 

display of pastoral innocence recalls the visual imagery 
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The overhanging branches,' also present in the 

Xhel titlepage, convey in both poems the notion of pro

tective innocence. The recurring image of birds, on the 

other hand, suggest the potential for freedom in this 

innocent stage. In the titlepage to Thel, Thel observes 

the imminent sexual intercourse bet'ween two sma~ler 

figures as a naked aggressive male grasps a struggling and 

clothed female. Her vision of this world of experience 

recalls her early state of immense potential. Similarly 

the sleeping naked figures in Amerilli! 1!i demonstra~ the 

sleeping sensibility and potential of the state of inno

cen.~. The peaceful atmosphere generated by this unspoil

ed pastoral setting reminds 'the reader of glake's belief in 

the inherent goodness of man. While one may also regard 

this illumination asa reflection of the sleeping Thirteen 

Colonies it is more generally symbolic of man's essential 

nature. The possibility for the natural integration of 

this innocence with the world of experience is displayed in 

..1'..W1l 2N where the overhanging tree encompasses both Thel and 

the human Lilly of the world of experience. The contrast 

between the illustrated potential in America 1N and the dark 

and despairing nature of the earlier America plates once 

again points to the general absence of a rejoicing tone in 

the AmeriCA illustrations. 

The sombre tone which characterizes these early 

illustrations is emphasized in the depiction of Urizen in 

Americ~ 1L~. Positioned among the dark clouds which also 
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dominate the frontspiece, Uri zen symbolically extends 

his influence in the expanse of his arms while simul

taneously suggesting an oppressive control in the 

downward direction of his hands. Recalling the image 

in M2rria~ 1li of an old man trapped within the quick

sands of stasis, he points to the inherent destructive 

nature of his confining power. It is his image which 

is consumed in the lively titlepage of Visions. 

Northrop Frye, in his exploration of the "Orc cycle ll , 

notes the similarity. between Urizen, here, and Orc in 

America ION. While Orc is engulfed in flames rather 

than dark clouds, his bodily position highly resembles 

Urizen's. Significantly both figures project idential 

hand gestures while Orc's alternate leg position appears 

as symbolically reflective of Urizen. In contrast to 

the triumphant gaze one would expect from the textual 

reading, the Orc figure displays a visual anxiety and 

apprehension. Looking back, his eyes appear to rest 

upon the corpse of America ~. Possibly considering the 

potential failure to liberate himself from the Urizenic 

state, his' regard could be perceived as a prophetic self

reflection. This visual interpretation is supported by 

the comparable image in ~arriag~ l4E where Blake clearly 

depicts a figure in flames gazing upon a corpse. In its 

hovering position it combines with the Oro- Urizen 

hand gestures to produce the lamenting female in 
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~isions 8J. Here, the surrounding c10uds, reminiscent 

of those which encompass Urizen, further suggest an 

affinity between Orc and his oppressive counterpart. The 

effect of these early associations, then, is to either 

visually combine the two figures into one or to convey the 

Urizenic influence in Orc. Orc's apparent visual libera

tion amidst the flames of Americs !Qli,therefore,is incom

plete. 

Emphasizing the uncertainty of the "Ore" state, is 

Urizen's backward glance to the pastoral image of America 

IN. Structurally uniting this peaceful setting with 

~eric~ 2! as an object of regard, Urizenfs gaze introduces 

the notion that the potential America 1li could become the 

deadened state of America 2H, as significantly in the 

latter plate thereexist remnants of dead vegetation. But 

\\'hile these darker connotations emerge from America ION 

and its associations, the Ore image also conveys an impress

ion of burning energy. Reminiscent of Marriage .l§" he 

appears engulfed in the purifying fires of liberation. In 

the total projection of his image, then, Blake presents in 

the Orc figure a visual and thematic tension. 

The immense potential visualized in America 1li is 

enhanced in America ill. Here in the upper illustration 

the symbolic birds of freedom are seen flying as in the 

earlier plate. The picture is dominated, however, by the 

image of a figure riding on a bird. The suggestion presented 
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is that the liberating flames have been constructivelY 

embraced in a new synthesis of open and flowing sensi

bility. That this new state arises from Ore's fires is 

indicated by the figure's stance towards the previous 

plate. In the lower image this new synthesis of innocence 

and experience also dominates. Surrounded by bright 

clouds and free-flying birds, three figures. are seen riding 

upon a snake. Symbolic of the energy of experience, the 

serpent's visual harnessing pronounces the successful 

attainment of a higher organized innocence where the past

oral imagery of Ameriqa 1! becomes one with the world of 

experience. 

The most striking aspect of this lower illustration 

is its resemblance to 1:!lltl 6i. This earlier image which 

identically portrays three figures riding a serpent with 

three coils differs from the America plate only in the 

direction of view. The image in America consequently 

becomes a direct mirror image of Thel. This reflection while 

recalling the notion of potential also reminds one of its 

failure in the Thel poem. Contrasting the idyllic integ

rated innocence presented in this image, Thel refuses to 

liberate herself and remains a victim of her limited sensi

bility. Reminding one of Thel's actions, Blake again 

appears to question the inevitability of Orc's triumph and 

the consequent attainment of a higher innocence. Visually, 

then, he continues to create an internal thematic tension. 
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In his analysis of the similarities between America 11! 

and Th~ Q!, Erdman asserts that the serpent is seen smil

ing in America and not glaring as in Thel. For this 

reason he believes that the America plate represents a new 

life not achieved in~. This distinguishing detail, 

however, is both questionable and of a minor nature. 

Blake's alternating sentiment is manifested in an 

alternating presentation of illustrations which change 

from the hope of liberation to the despair of oppression. 

In the image of America 12N one perceives this oppressive 

sta~e as there are several parallels which emphasize the 

Itdarkenedll spiritual and physical setting. In the upper 

part of the illustration, for example, the oppressive over

hanging limbs of the ttpreludium ll reappear. Similarly 

depicted without life, the barren limbs extend the width 

of the illustration and hover over the figure of an old man 

entering a tomb. Recalling the crouching figure in 

Marriage 24£ and of {JrJ#~_n. in America 8N, this aged man 

enters the grave of rational Urizenic thought. His tomb 

becomes a spiritual manifestation of his spiritual deso

lation and while he represents the forces of oppression of 

which he himself is a victim he also bears some qualities 

of Ore. 

Remembering the close a$sociation between Orc and 

Urizen in America 8N and 12N, he symbolically embodies or 

reflects a failed Ore. His entrance into the tomb reiter-
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ates the notion of deadened sensibility, characteristic 

of Amer.ica ~, while the chiseled walls and surrounding 

rock reflect the prison wal~s of the America frontspiece 

and the domineering rock of the Visions frontspiece and Ad. 

The re-appearance of the prison walls and rock in Ameriqs 

l2N implies that a confinement is continuing and that the 

Orc and the Theotormon figures, dncofporated into the old 

man, remain enslaved. The many characters associated with 

the old man are illustrated in the interior view of the 

tomb in Marriage 161 where "he is surrounded by several 

huddled and despairing individuals. Politically this 

image could represent the former Guardians of America or 

the rebels, themselves, returning to the perceptual grave 

of those whom they destroyed. In its suggestion of lost 

potential, however, America llN returns to the theme of 

regression in Thel. 

The mirror imagery which prompted the association 

between the two poems recurs" in the following illustration. 

Ll America 13N the comparison is to Visions .3d where the 

nude body of Oothoo~ is devoured by an eagle. As in the 

reflection of the ~hel serpent, the plate in ~erica is 

mirrored duplication of VisioU§. Representing the initial 

darkened state of Oothoon following her rape by Bromion, 

the devouring eagle in America illustrates the continued 

existence of oppression. The spiritual desolation is 

especially enhanced in America by the darkened natural 
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setting visually absent in Visions. 

The female, here, also resembles Theotormon in 

her position upon the rock and this pictorial detail 

again ~mphasizes the Urizenic force which devours her 

flesh, while the destruction of her body symbolizes the 

annihilation of sensual delight which, as a result, pre-

vents an awareness of the "Eternal". The deadened sensi-

bility apparent in this upper illustration is more obvious-

ly present in the lower image where a cO,rpse, lying beneath 

the waves, is about to be consumed by scavenger fish and 

serpents. Appearing for the third time, this corpse image 

emphasizes the presence of death o In contrast to America 

.!.!li whel'e the figures ride and control the ULeviathanlt , 

the prostrate body, here, is entWined by the serpent. 

Symbolic of Orc's fires, the snake reminds us gf the ever 

present Iteternal" while the corpse, a victim of Urizenic per-

ceptual limitation, ironically rests in its midst. Rather 

than progress to the world of the "eternal" he becomes the 

food of the hungry fish. A victim of his self-imposed con-

finement, he, like the female above, cannot survive the 

onslaught of Orc's fires in the combined images of the 

eagle and serpent, symbolically pre sented here but visu-

ally present in ?-larriage lSi. 

As the devoured female is a recollection of Oothoon, 

the lower corpse may be regarded as a manifestation of Theo

tormon and his deadened sensibility. The root formations 
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which join the two images are reminiscent of the press-

ing roots of the ttpreludium" where the Orc figure is visib

ly enchained. Their continued presence in this illustration 

and in the following America IAN question the existence of 

any visual progression towards a liberated state and conse

quently appear contradictory to the textual events. Within 

the visual and textual aspects of the poem,. then, Blake cre

ates an internal tension. 

The ambiguity arising from this thematic uncertainty 

characterizes America lAN. Here, as in the preceding illustr

tion, Blake depicts a permeating root system which, in this 

image, is part of an overhanging tree. In their similarity 

to the npreludium" plates and their contrast to .I.hcl iiI, 

.2,M, jli, the lifeless limbs convey a death-like atmosphere. 

Significantly, however, the encompassed individuals do not 

exhibit the anxiety of the npreludiumu figures. Rather, they 

project a passivity characteristic of the plates in ~ as 

Blake again conveys a notion of hopeful potential. The surr

ounding white clouds also imply the existence of life. 

Seated amidst this ambiguous setting, an adult figure 

extends his arms to a nearby youth while a serpent coils 

around his loins. The identical projection of the serpent's 

head and the man's hand further associate s this figure with 

the liberating force of Orc and the serpent~· Significantly, 

a large serpent appears in the lower illtistration 

spouting giant flames in a spirit of satisfied 
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delight. In response to the Orc'figura's action, the 

accompanying youth remains in a prayerful position as 

he rests upon some books. Giving no indication that he 

accepts the inviting gesture,he may be perceived as con

tinuing to pray in the traditional religious manner while 

the books upon which he rests, associated in Marriage lOE 

with confining religion and rationalism, further suggest 

that he is a victim of Urizenic oppression. The apparent 

visual communication between the two figures, however, 

affirms an openness as one is reminded of similar life

giving images in t.farria~~ 2C, Ali, IIi and Vi,sions .!ijd. 

The illustration in America l4N, then, is consistent with 

Blake's dual presentation of hope and despair. 

This diverse visual character becomes most obvious 

ill runerica 15N where Blake depicts a variety of responses 

to Orc's liberating fires. The general movement, however, 

is toward a state of entrapment and despair. One views in 

the lower illustration a number of engulfed females. Con

trasting the expansive states portrayed in Marriac& Jli, ~, 

the Marri~e titlepage and ~ Al, these figures are 

huddled amidst theflnmes and, reminiscent of Visions li, 

~, are averse to Orc's liberating fires~ Beside them sits 

a despairing figure who resembles the winged figure in the 

frontspiece and Theotormon in Vision,S lK,il. The suggestion 

of a return to the original despairing state of perceptual 

limitation, evident in her physical position, also arises 
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in other pictorial details. 

Unlike the surrounding huddled figures, one female 

appears in an expansive state and flowing with the force 

of the flames. In following their upward direction, 
a 

however, she moves to\iard the figures of/mother and child 

entangled in a web of roots. Recalling the earlier 

association of roots with Urizenic oppression, the expan-

sive motion upwards seems futile, for the climax of this 

ascent is the presentation of a crouched and despairing . 
-

female. Accompanied by a bird which is impeded by an en-

compas~ing branch, she embodies the despair of the 

shadowy daughter in the Americattpreludiumtl plate. Theo

tormon in the Yisions frontspiece and .!!I, Oothoon in .Y,!sions 

6J and the winged figure in the America frontspiece. 

Contrasting the freedom evident in America lli, lIN and Thel 

iiI, the bird projects an additional sense of enslavement. 

The spiritual darkness conveyed in this upper 

image is enhanced in the final illustration of the poem 

where Blake visually magnifies the huddled female. Sym-

bolie of an increasing spiritual desolation, she crouches, 

with head buried in hands, in a position of 'prayer. 

Turning to the traditional form of religious worship, she 

attempts to find salvation from Ore's fires. The tiny 

figure reading a scroll and seated upon her head, remin-

iscent of the image in the titlepage, emphasizes her 

rational spiritual state. Similarly a book bearing 
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individual stands upon her back while the.couple pict

ured at her feet are emerged not in an expansive embrace 

but in a huddled confinement of Urizenic sensibility. 

The sense of enslavement initially emerging from 

the visual presentation of the despairing female also 

arises in the accompanying nudes who become one with the 

dead and pestilence-ridden trees, as the potential ror 

liberation, evident in the America titlepage, lH, lIN, 

flows from the despondent female in this final plate. The 

smiling serpent amidst the flowers below may, consequently, 

be perceived as a deceptive anti-climax or as the manifes

tation of the continued presence of Orc's fires, visually 

. ~"Dbracedin Americ~, but available for other future works. 

Blake thus ends the series of ill!lerica illustrations with 

the emphasis on potential. 

This final suggestion inherent in the image of the 

serpent is important to a valid interpretation of Blake's 

illustrations. It reveals that the poet has escaped a 

falling into the spiritual hopelessness of the final 

figures depicted in the America illustrations. But while 

the poet moves out of the illustrated despair, in the end 

he does not reject the depictions as representations. of 

his ideas. Rather, they illuminate his sense of doubt over 

man's ability to free himself from the overwhelming 

Urizenic oppression which surrounds his being. America is 

bounded by figures of despair, by the winged figure in the 
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frontspiece and by the huddled figure in America 16N, 

both of whom project a sense of spiritual desolation. 

Between these two images Blake alternates between the 

visual expre~sion of freedom and that of oppression. 

Significantly, however, his nliberated11 illustrations, 

as especially evidenced in the figure of Orc and of the 

sleeping children in ,;America lli, are descriptive only of 

a potential rather than of a fulfillment. There exists no 

concise visual depiction of Orcts victory and of Urizen's 

defeat and while in one sense this absence is consistent 

with the_ characteristic ambiguity within the textual 

pattern, that there are no absolute entities to triumph or 

fall to defeat, the tone of the illUstrations differs 

markedly from the text. 

In the text where the ambiguities of the opposing 

forces are presented, there exists in America's conclusion 

the possibility for an imaginative synthesis beyond the ; 

poem.. In the illustrations, however, this synthesis appears 

impossible. Contrasting the clash of opposing forces in 

the text, which create the continued torque of which George 

Quasha speaks, the illustrations are manifestations of 

limited circularity especially evidenced by the bordering 

images of despair. The sense of closure characterized by 

the huddled figures throughout, and which significantly 

commence and conclude the series of illustrations, creates 

a feeling in the reader that the figures' feelings of 



despair are turning back upon themselves, an image 

descriptive of Albion's Angels and their self-destructive 

plagues in the text. This visual suggestion, in uniting 

the illustrated figures with Albion's forces implies a 

dominance of Urizenic sensibility and further suggests 

the impossibility of fulfilling. any potential beyond the 

poem. The self-enclosed nature of the illustrations, 

furthermore, while revealing the absence of any internal 

dialogue and consequent synthesis, also,excludes any 

participation by the reader as in the plates he becomes the 

spectator to visual presentation of a continual and cir

cular despairing stasis. He may identify only with the 

isolated depictions of potential in AmericE IN, 1Qli, and lIN 

and with the serpent in the poem's conclusion who emphas

izes the existent, but unappreciated, liberated energy in 

the poem. In visual terms, then, America'§ theme, in 

expressing a sense of failed potential, closely resembles 

tha t 0 f Tllti • 

While this pervading stasis of despair arises in 

part from an evaluation of the America plates, more import

antly, it emerges from the pattern of imagery developed 

in the earlier Thel, Visions and Marriage "0 Throughout the 

America illustrations there occur visual reflections of 

the earlier poems as both the similarities and the dis

tinctions present in the earlier and later illustrations 

emphasize the tone, theme, and poetic statement in America. 
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As with Blake's textual allusions, his visual IIborrowingsU 

are extensive and necessary to any comprehensive evalua

tion of America's arte 

Occasionally in my description of Blakets 

illuminated figures I referred to David Erdman's contrast

ing views. The result of an almost totally isolated 

visual response, they reflect an inadequate appreciation 

of an overwhelming inter-visual pattern in the America, 

Harria"ilih Visions and Thel poems. Continually attempting 

to establish a comparable fulfillment in text and 

illustration, Erdman blurs the overwhelming distinction 

between the two, and the poetic ambiguity and uncertainty 

l'lhich it represents. . It is this distinction which 

must be fully realized before a final and valid consider

ation of America can be made. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

BLAKE's VISUAL ALLUSIONS 
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Anchor Press, Doubleday, 1974). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSION 

The distinction between the various visual pre

sentations of hope and despair, noted in the previous 

chapter, and between the text and illustrations of 

America must be acknowledged and considered in any 

comprehensive evaluation of the poem. Characteristic of 

most of the America plates, the internal tension result

ing from this distinction pervades throughout and appears 

to reveal an expression of uncertainty, and ambiguity of 

sentiment by Blake. The central theme of the text, in 

appearing to celebrate the triumph of Ore's flames and 

their movement out of the poem and into the reader's 

imagination, differs from the self enclosed nature of 

the illustrations that force the reader to become a mere 

spectator to a display of despair and unfulfilled 

potential. 

Placed within the context of the entire poem, 

however" the text and illustrations reveal a cautious 

optimism indicative of an imaginative and valid reality. 

For while the text illustrates the manner in which an 

lluaginative perceptual liberation may occur, in the 

method of torsion and self rending, the continual visual 

00 
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appearance of despondent figures, combine~ with the 

notion of'-potential, reminds the reader of the possibil

ity of an imaginative and spiritual stagnation and re

gression. The exhilaration felt in any contemplation of a 

liberated sensibility, then, is tempered and strengthened 

by an awareness of the potential nUrizenic1t or "grim" 

reality, evident in Theotormon, the shadowy daughter and 

others. A descent into a state of deceptive fantasy, 

consequently, is avoided. 

The complexity of the reality which Blake attempts 

to reveal is most obviously evident in the figures of 

Urizen and Ore who, exhibiting similar visual gestures in 

Ameri.lli!. 8N and IQN, bear similar characteristics. While 

Orc as the "planet red" enclosing the 1t wandering comets" 

(A 5:2-3) reveals an oppressive Urizenic quality, Urizen, 

on the other hand, "weeping in dismal howlings"(A 16-12) 

resembles the chained individual in the America nprelud

ium". This interaction of personal traits, not only pre

vents a perception of an antagonism between tlgood l1 and 

nevil", but also suggests an affinity between these symbols 

of liberation and oppression as, once again, Blake reveals, 

in this suggestion of a unified personality, the dual 

nature of the individual. 

The tenuous state of man's spiritual being, in 

being able to exhibit both an oppressed and liberated 

sensibility is emphasized in the visual gazes of Orc in 



America ION and Urizen in America 8N. Here Uri zen regards 

the depiction of life in America .lli as Orc views a corpse 

in Americq 2li. While the trees and sleeping figures per

ceived by Urizen may become spiritually and imaginatively 

fulfilled through Orc's liberation, they may also fall 

into the regression of spiritual death as symbolized by 

the corpse and dead vegetation in America~. The Urizen 

figure, consequently, could be perceived as awaiting the 

coming of the sleeping figures, representative of the 

reader's imagination as it, too, is presented with a real

ity which offers both promise and despair, 

The nature of this reality is, as Blake .sserts, 

throughout bmeri~, determined directly by internal per

ception. It is the acuteness or distortion of this per

ception which leads the various characters of Blake's 

Thel, ~rriag~, Visions and America into a state of cele

bration or despair. As seen in the discussion of Blake's 

visual and textual allusions, the association of oppression 

with despair,and liberation with joy, exists througnout 

America and the ~arlier poems. That a Theotormon figure 

may re-appear in America as the shadowy daughter or George 

III reveals Blake's belief that the distorted perception, 

manifested in these characters, inevitably continues in 

the imaginative and contemporary reality of· the world. It 

is, Blake suggests, necessary, therefore, to take perceptual 

action to prevent such a distortion and its consequent 
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despair. Thus the idea of self-rending, suggested by 

George Quasha, and the necessity of an imaginative move

ment outside the poem, expounded by David Erdman, both 

appear as appropriate responses to Blake's presentation 

of the tenuous spiritual and imaginative state. It is 

the internal tension sensed throughout America that 

characterizes this delicately balanced condition. The 

ambiguity of poetic statement, consequently, is not only 

deliberate but necessary to Blake's perception of man's 

spirit and imagination. 

structurally, however, Blake allows the reader 

only the promise of liberation. For, while allowing a 

participation in the textual notions of the text, Blake 

prevents any entrance into his closed system of illustrat

ions. Rather, he permits only a regard of various figures 

and the perceptual states that they embody. Unable to 

enter into the illustrated despair, the reader, while con

tinually aware of the regressive potential which the des

pondency represents, is given the opportunity to partici

pate in Orc's liberation through his perceptions regarding 

the poem and his extended and inspi~ed imagination outside 

the text. In the structural presentation of America, 

then, Blake obviously attempts to lead the reader from the 

circularity of Urizenic sensibility and its consequent 

despair into a system which is necessarily dynamic and 

which promises a view of the infinite. It is this struct-
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ural design and its implications which most obviously 

suggests Blake's intentions to move beyond the contempor-

ary political scene and into the symbolic aspects of man's 

imaginative potential. 

In the previous two chapters I revealed the ex-

tent to which Blake borrowed various ideas and personal 

traits from the earlier Thel, Marriage and Visions, to 

place within a new context in America. Illustrating 

numerous repeated themes, these allusions in America 

demonstrate Blake's use of earlier notions to assist in 

the creation of a new poem. Revealing Blake's complex 

reality in their emphasis of the relationship between Orc 

and Urizen and enhancing the notion of a potential of 

promise and hope, they exist as a central and necessary 

part of a comprehensive interpretation of America both 

in text and illustration. For it is through the similari-

ties of visual depiction and textual usage that various 

themes and images in America become more acute. Only 

through an awareness of these allusions to Thel, Marriage, 

and Visions, can the full extent of America's internal 

tension be felt. 
! 

In the composition of America, Blake reveals a 

conscious employment of his previous poems. Rather than 

dismiss these earlier works as irrelevant, Blake effect-

ively uses them to illuminate the nature of America and 

makes them essential to a valid interpretation of this 
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first prophecy. He has taken the poetic 'and artistic 

experience of the past and formed, in America, a new 

synthesis. 
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APPENDIX A 

SELECTED ILLUSTRATIONS 

The illustrations which appear in this appendix~ 

with the exception of Marriage ~, have been taken froIl} 

William Blake" 1'he Illu.m;i;na~ed Blake, ed. D. Erdman (New 

York: Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1974). Marriage.ill has 

been chosen from, William Blake, A §.tudy of the Illuminated 

Jll>9ks of William Blake: Poet:Printer:Prophet, ed. G.Keynes 

(New York:Orion Press,1964). This plate has been 

chosen from a separate source as it is this copy of 

Am~rica, rather than that used by Erdman, that includes the 

pyramids mentioned in my discussion in Chapter Three. The 

illustrations appear in the order in which they are 

discussed' in the third chapter. 
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APPENDIX B 

AMERICA CANCELLED PLATES 

Earlier in the thesis I stated that an exclusively 

political and social view of America is self-limiting 

and lacking the necessary appreciation of the symbolic 

aspects of the poem. While the extent of this symbolism 

is revealed in the various AmeriQa plates and their 

relationship to the earlier ~hel, t,larriage and Visions, 

its prevalence is also enhanced by our awareness of the 

A~~ cancelled plates, ~,b,~ and d. 

In the illustration to plate ~, as David Erdman 

notes, Blake removes the flag and the flag bearer in the 

final published version (America ~N). Rather than appear 

closely associated with the American revolution and the , 

surrounding political climate, then, the illustration for 

~eri~ Jli appears more symbolic of the Ore flames and the 

Urizen chains and, consequently, seems more closely ad

hered to Blake's mythological system. The argument that 

Blake's artistic talents have been uneasily harnessed to 

a contemporary political theme, as a result, is weakened. 

The desire to transcend the political connotations 

of ~~riq~ is also evident in ~merica cancelled plate ~, 

the cancelled plate of America Ali. Discllssed earlier, the 
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most significant variation occurs in the .lower illus; 

tration where Blake in America AN added a large and 

foreboding rock and an embracing female and child. The 

visual similarity, here, between America AN and the 

Ameri£1! and Visions frontspieces and the npreludium" 

plate confirms the notion that Blake intended to emphasize 

the continuity of the theme of limited sensibility and 

its unfortunate victims. Rather than portray a solitary 

George III as is depicted in the cancelled plate, Blake 

intentionally takes the emphasis away from the individual 

and places it on the entire symbolic scene. The "revo

lutionary whale", accompanying these lower figures, 

appears as a manifestation of the Leviathan, unappreciated 

in the Marriage and similarly avoided in America, where 

once again it reveals the presence of disturbed perception. 

This perceptual distortion is reflected in the 

ambiguity of the plate. The basilisk in being given human 

hands in America Ali projects an image of greater complexity 

consistent with the America text, and, in being incon

clusively defined, demands a more intense critical response. 

The greater darkness associated with ignorance, furthermore, 

is suggested by the blackened clouds in the greater oppress

ive setting of America AM. 
It is int·eresting that, in America cancelled plate_.Y., 

one views again, as in the various plates of America and 

Vi~ions and cancelled plate b, the presence of a despairing 
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individual accompanied by a woman and chi.ld. While Blake 

did not use this illustration in America, it is obviously 

consistent with the visual theme occuring in the poem, in 

Visions and in the Marriage and is not, as Erdman claims, 
1 

"unrelated to any part of the America text". Not only does 

the overhanging branch resemble America .!li, but the figure 

encompassed is similar to the despondent figure in America 

l6N, the aged figure in America l2N, the winged figure in 

~merica lli and Theotormon in Visions IK and~. The female 

and child, moreover, reflect the joy of Visions ill and 

~rriage Ali and IIi. Their happiness amidst the shared 

setting emphasizes the despondency of the crouching figure 

and indicates that his despair results from a perceptual 

state rather than the environment, as he appears as a 

further embodiment of Theotormon and the limited sensi-

bility of which he is a victim. In its similarity to the 

various plates in America, Visions and Marria~~, then, this 

cancelled plate further illustrates Blake's conscious 

employment of a continuing visual theme. 

Also reflecting symbolic themes in America is the 

illustration of the America cancelled plate Q. Here, 

there exists not only the obvious image of physical rape 

but also one of a trumpeteF included in America IN. The 

image of physical intercourse, entirely absent from the 

final version of the plate, emphasizes the physical and 

takes away from the more important concept of imaginative 
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interaction, a dominant aspect of America. It is for 

this reason that Blake probably avoided this depiction in 

the completed version of the poem, as he again emphasizes 

his attempt to transcend the physical and move to an 

imaginative symbolism. 

This aversion to the literal.and contemporary 

associations of the poem is also evident in the text of 

America cancelled plates hand Q where the text is dras

tically altered. The lines, for example, "Reveal the 

dragon tho' human; coursing swift as fire/ To the close 

hall of counsel, where his Angel from renewstl(A b:l-Z), 

which are' specifically poli,tical in nature, are removed 

from the final text and thus the ttdragon tl appears to be a 

more symbolic than political evil. Similarly, Blake 

removes references to ItGeorge the third", IIhis Lords & 

Commonslt(A b:9) and to the specific physical setting of 

the government chamber by the flowing Thames. In contrast 

to the final text of America 4N where "heat but not light" 

penetrates the murky atmosphere and reveals an opaqueness 

characteristic of symbolic action, the cancelled plate 

illustrates a literal destruction of the building which 

houses George III and the English Parliament. Its uroofs 

crack across", Blake states, "down falling on the Angelic 

seats(A b:24). 

This general pattern of removing specific political 
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references is apparent throughout hmerica cancelled 

plates h and ~ and is complemented by Blake's similar 

visual omissions. It indicates a clear desire by 

Blake to maintain a symbolic presentation and to pranscend 

the contemporary political scene. It is Blake's central 

concern with perception, especially evident in the 

juxtaposed sentiments of happiness and despair within the 

singular setting of America cancelled plate d, that 

dominates the cancelled plates and becomes an important 

aspect of America. 
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APPENDIX B 

AMERICA CANCELLED PLATES 

1 William Blake, The Illuminated Blake, ed. 
D.Erdman (New York: Anchor Press/Doubleday, 
1974), p.395. 
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APPENDIX C 

TEXTUAL HISTORY 
t.,: 

The information on the America copies, contained in 

this Appendix, comes directly and solely from 

G.Keynes, E.Wolf, ~illiam Blake's Illuminated Book§: 

A Censu,li(Ne, ... York: Krause R,eprint Co., 1969) and 

G.B.Bentl~y Jr., "The Printing of Blake's America" 

in !Lt~~ies in Romanticism, VI(1966), 45-57. My 

contribution involves only the revelation of the 

differences between these authors' views and the 

selection and evaluation of the most convincing inter

pretation deriving from the given information. 
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'APPENDIOC C 

TEXTUAL HISTORY 

There are sixteen copies of America: A ProQhecy 

(copies A - P; there exists no copy J) for which descrip-

tions are available. One additional copy is recorded 

only through a dealerts catalogue. The Illuminated Book, 

advertised by Blake in the Prospectus of 1793 as 

tlAmerica, A Prophecy in Illuminated Prin'ting. Folio, with 

18 designs, price lOs 6dn , is a folio approximately 36 x 

26 centimetres consisting of eighteen plates. The copper 

plates from which the copies of the poem were made existed 

until after Blake's death, as one copy printed in 1832 

indicates. The plates haye since disappeared, although a 

fragment of the original copper used in this relief-

etching was found in a cabinet belonging to Thomas Butts 

and is now place~ in the Lessing J.Rosenwald Collection, 

Library of Congress. While the constitution and arrange-

ment of the various America.copies does not vary, certaim 

details within specific illustrations do indicate some 

differences. These variations which have contributed to 

some confusion over the dating of the America copies appear 

in the two plates of the npreludiumlt • 

In the second plate of the npreludiumft , there are 

Ufour lines which were not noticed and printed before the 
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Philadelphia exhibition catalogue of 1939". "Apparentlyrt 

according to Keynes, in his William Blake's Illuminated 

Books: A Cen§.!!.§, ItBlake changed his mind about the lines 

and in all copies after the first, until sometime after 

1812 he covered the lower quarter of the design with 

paper or board so that it \",ould not print". While Keynes' 

statement represents an educated conjecture, it is given. 

conclusive validity by G.E.Bentley in ~is study, "The 

Printing of Blake's ApIeriea". Having closely observed 

all of the public copies without the four lines and noted 

the significant variations in measurement and figure 

placement, Bentley ~onvincingly concludes that such differ

ences could only have arisen from the use of a covering 

plate. Had the lines been completely missing from the 

plates until later copies were made, Bentley argues, the 

changes in the measurement and placement of the illustrated 

figure would have been minimal. Moreover, as he notes, 

portions of the "T" from the first work uThe" can be seen 

in several copies. While agreeing on the point of Blake's 

act of masking, Bentley differs with Keynes on the dating 

of copies A and B where the lines appeared and were masked 

respectively. Examining the claims of both authors, those 

of the former appear most credible. 

In their discussion of the poem's various copies, 

Keynes and Wolf assert that the four lines appearing in 

copy A and absent from all copies until 0, which was 
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printed in 1820, indicates, in part, that copy A ~s the 

earliest copy, subsequently followed by the others. 

This view is substantiated by the existence of the 

"Preludium" word plate, a small plate added to the top 

of the first npreludium" plate, in all but copies A and B 

(Except for copies M and 0 where 1tBlake may have mislaid 

the little plate" and the posthumous copy P.) This word 

plate known to have been "added" further suggests that A 

and B are the first copies. Responding to this assertion,

Bentley, using more detailed methods of calculation comes 

to a more convincing dating of the America copies. 

Viewing the posthumous copy P)Bentley notes the 

existence of a heavy black b?rder. "This border", which 

as he states, "is made by the rim which must be left at 

the margin of the etched plate in order to keep the acid 

from overflowing \'ihen the design is bitten inn was regu

larly wiped clean by Blake before printing from the 

plates. The evidence of such a border in copies P,Q and N 

indicate that, despite the watermarking dates of 1813 and 

1812 on Q and N respectively, copies P,Q and N are posth

umous. He further supports this view by noting that both 

Nand Q are printed in black and that copy Q contains 

evidence of careless printing in the first four letters of 

"seep - Iter" which failed to print at the end of 1.4 on 

plate 14. Copy 0, watermarked 1820, is regarded by 

Bentley and Keynes to have been intended for John Linnell, 
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who as Keynes states, probably purchased the copy from 

Blake in 1822. 

Disagreeing with Keynes early dating of copies 

A and B, Bentley asserts that the watermarks of copies A, 

B,M (l794/J. Whatman (A,B) and l799/Hayes U Wise (M»), 

combined with the inscription of 1799 to Blake's friend 

C.H.Tatham in copy B, imply that they may have been 

printed about 1799. The earliest copies, on the other 

hand, are copies C-L. Bentley distinguishes these copies 

from the others in a number of ways. While copies A-B, 

M-P are printed singularly, copies C-L are printed back

to-back and on ten rather than eighteen leaves. Further

more only copies C-L are watermarked BuP (C-E, G-K) or 

unwatermarked (F,L). While their size (25.0 to 27.3 l"ide 

by 34.7 to 38.6 em. high) is larger than all copies but 

Band M, only B is like C-L, unnumbered, and only M is 

printed in the shades of black verging to dark blue or 

dark green found in copies C-G, 1-L (H is printed in blue). 

In all copies C-L the ttPreludiumtt word plate is 

present, implying Bentleyts belief that it was included in 

the first printing and not as Keynes and Wolf assert, added 

later. Of these copies Bentley argues that copies E-G, 

I-L were printed before C-D, H because of the existence of 

three serpent-tails in plate 13 of the former copies and 

only one tail in the latter copies, a characteristic also 

of the latter copies, A-a, M-P. Copy G, the author 
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considers the earliest copy because unlike the others, 

the lines of plate 4 have been erased rather than masked, 

as stated by Keynes and Wolf. The erasure, Bentley 

states, "left faint but unmistakable traces of th.e 1etters11. 

This evidence of careless printing", he continues "or a 

change of mind may indicate that copy G was the earliest 

printed copy". Convincingly then, Bentley places the 

various America copies in the following chronological 

order, G, (E-F-I-L), (C-D-H), (A-B-M) 0, (N,Q,P). 

In addition to the eighteen plates of the poem, 

there exist four rejected proof plates which beg~n with 

tlA Prophecy" on plate 4 similar to the published version 

and continuing on with a completely different text for 

the next two plates. The final plate entitled "As when 

a dream of Thiraltha flies the midnight hourn is the 

most obscure of the cancelled plates in relation to the 

America poem. While Keynes and Wolf suggest that these 

plates were Blake's first version of America there is no 

conclusive evidence to confirm this belief. The first 

three proofs, now located in the Lessing J.Rosenwald 

COllection were initially printed in Geoffrey Keynes ~ 

liography, 1921. The fourth, printed first in Hodgson's 

sale catalogue 14 January, 1904 is not known to exist 

in proof state. 
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